
RBS is seen as likely to go to
the U.K. government for funding
under its new bailout plan, after
CEO Goodwin said for months
that the bank was in good
shape. Banks can sell stakes to
the government or raise money
on their own. Page 1

n Iceland halted trading until
Monday, seized its No. 1 bank,
created a new state bank and
assured customers business
would go on as usual. Page 17

n Oil-producing nations are feel-
ing the pinch as the credit crisis
and falling crude prices squeeze
government budgets. Page 1
n Iran looks set to win high
wholesale-gas prices from the
U.A.E. as part of an export
deal, as the price of the fossil
fuel continues to surge. Page 3

n Dubai’s ability to bankroll its
ambitious growth strategy is
being questioned as its interna-
tional debt mounts. Page 2

n The credit crisis seems to be
playing a role in commodity-mar-
ket drops as investors back away
from complex products tied to
oil, gold and grain. Page 17

n Germany postponed the IPO
of its national railway, Deut-
sche Bahn, citing “extreme un-
certainties” in markets. Page 17

n The Dow industrials dropped
below the 9000 mark for the
first time in over five years. Euro-
pean stocks faltered. Pages 18, 19

n Dexia’s new deposits and
loans will be guaranteed for at
least a year, after France, Bel-
gium and Luxembourg moved
to support the bank. Page 4

n Shares of Aegon and Aviva
jumped as the European insur-
ers moved to boost their capi-
tal and reduce risk. Page 4

n GM reported a 1.9% European
sales decline for the first nine
months of the year, hurt by sink-
ing consumer confidence. Page 2
n Sarkozy called for loosening
of EU rules on state aid to in-
dustry, saying France will spend
$547 million to help auto mak-
ers develop greener cars. Page 9

Oil exporters feel squeeze
as crude prices retreat

Economists
see recession,
pain for U.S.

The U.S. economy has sunk
into a recession and government
action is needed, according to
economists surveyed by The
Wall Street Journal. On average,
they expect U.S. GDP to contract
in the last two quarters of 2008
and the 2009 first quarter. U.S.
jobless claims fell. Pages 1, 28

n IMF and World Bank leaders
called for swift, coordinated ac-
tion to address the global finan-
cial crisis, ahead of G-7, IMF and
World Bank meetings. Page 10

n Militant attacks in Pakistan,
including a suicide bomber who
struck antiterrorist police head-
quarters, left 12 people dead, as
Parliament met to decide how
to tackle terrorism. Page 11

n North Korea halted U.N. mon-
itoring of its nuclear complex.
Pyongyang deployed missiles on
its west coast for a test launch,
a South Korean newspaper said.

n U.S.-led troops killed 21 mili-
tants in southern Afghanistan
as insurgents killed 10 civilians.
Gates pushed NATO allies to tar-
get the country’s heroin trade.

n France’s Jean-Marie Le Clezio
won the Nobel Prize in literature
for novels that focus on the envi-
ronment, especially the desert.

n Montenegro recognized
Kosovo’s independence, defying
Serbia, which expelled Montene-
gro’s ambassador. But Serbia
reinstated its envoys to the U.S.
and other Western countries
that had recognized Kosovo.

n NATO is sending a seven-ship
force to help protect vessels off
Somalia’s coast, as pirates soft-
ened their ransom demands for a
Ukrainian ship loaded with tanks.

n Democrats hold a pronounced
spending advantage over Repub-
licans in the battle for control of
the U.S. Congress. Page 10

n China’s Communist Party
leaders began a policy-setting
meeting, focusing on the nation’s
730 million farmers. Page 11

n An Iraqi lawmaker loyal to
anti-U.S. Shiite cleric al-Sadr was
killed when a roadside bomb
struck his convoy in Baghdad.

n China rejected concerns it
would torture 17 Chinese Mus-
lims if they are returned from
Guantanamo. A U.S. court delayed
the Uighurs’ release for a week.

RBS walks a tightrope
as U.K. prepares bank aid
Barclays, HBOS
are also expected
to tap government

Editorial&Opinion

How much higher 
four banks' Tier 1 
capital ratios need 
to go, under the
U.K. plan:

... and how much
money is needed 
to do that, 

Note: Figures are estimates

*Targets are split between the four banks and based on risk-weighted assets 

Source: Sanford Bernstein research
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Oil-boom binge
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OPEC nations have based their budgets on 
fast-rising oil prices, while spending has gone 
even higher. Belts will be tightened as prices fall. 
Per-barrel price of oil needed in 2000 and in 2008 
to maintain financial stability in OPEC countries:

Let them go bankrupt
That’s cheaper than bailing out
the banks and prolonging the
paralysis. Page 13
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What’s News—
Business & Finance World-Wide

Top architects change the
face of Spanish wineries
weekend journal | PAGES W8-W9

California could point the
way for U.S. in recession
news in depth | PAGES 14-15

Money & Investing > Page 17

By Neil King Jr.

And Spencer Swartz

Big oil-producing countries are
showing signs of distress as the glo-
bal credit crunch and falling crude
prices begin to squeeze government
budgets and delay projects.

Fears that the boom days are fad-
ing appear strongest in Iran and Ven-
ezuela, whose governments have
come to rely on oil prices to prop up

otherwise shaky economies. Both
countries this week led a chorus
within the Organization of Petro-
leum Exporting Countries calling
for an emergency meeting of the car-
tel, now set for Nov. 18, to weigh a
production cut.

The global economic crisis is eat-
ing into oil demand, particularly in
the U.S. and Europe, and helping
drive down crude prices. Some fore-

Please turn to page 27

By Sara Schaefer Muñoz

And Dana Cimilluca

LONDON—Royal Bank of Scot-
land Group PLC’s chief executive,
Fred Goodwin, is walking a tight-
rope. After saying for months that
his bank was in good shape, he is ex-
pected to be among the most likely
to go hat in hand to the government
for funding under the U.K.’s ambi-
tious new bailout plan.

The core plank of the U.K. plan
requires the banking industry to
raise its capital by £25 billion
($43.2 billion) in the next three
months. Banks can sell shares to
the government or raise money on
their own. The government wants
banks to keep more capital on hand
as a cushion for potential future
losses.

Unlike other rescue measures,
such as the government program
that lets banks exchange toxic as-
sets for government bonds, the re-
capitalization measure isn’t anony-
mous.

“The stigma won’t come from re-
capitalizing per se; the essential
stigma comes if you have to raise
the capital from the government

rather than from the private sec-
tor,” says Bruno Paulson, a senior
analyst with Sanford Bernstein.
Banks that go to the government
may see their stock punished, he
says.

Raising funds from private
sources also avoids the strings at-
tached to government funds. While
the banks don’t yet know what the
government will charge, the govern-

Please turn to page 27

By Phil Izzo

The U.S. economy has sunk into a
recession and government action is
critical to stem the damage, accord-
ing to economists in the latest Wall
Street Journal forecasting survey.

“We’re in the middle of a very
dark tunnel,” said Brian Fabbri of
BNP Paribas, referring to the wors-
ening credit crunch. “Each day we
see another crack in the system.”

Those cracks are quickly adding
up. On average, the 52 economists
surveyed now expect U.S. gross do-
mestic product to contract in the
third and fourth quarters of this year,
as well as the first quarter of 2009.

This is the first time that survey
forecasts for those periods have
turned negative. If those predictions
bear out, it would mark the first time
U.S. GDP—the total value of goods
and services produced—has con-
tracted for three consecutive quar-
ters in more than a half century. Econ-
omists put the odds of recession in
the next 12 months at 89%, up from
60% in last month’s survey.

It is a challenging scenario for
the next president, as the election
moves into the homestretch. Either
Sen. John McCain or Sen. Barack

Please turn to page 27
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Even if the U.K. govern-
ment invests as much as
£50 billion ($86.4 billion) in
U.K. banks, that still
wouldn’t compare to the
level of state control in the
German banking system.

In this context, Chancel-
lor Angela Merkel’s reluc-
tance to make blanket guar-
antees to Germany’s
banks becomes
more understand-
able. As other gov-
ernments national-
ize their most enfee-
bled banks, the Ger-
man industry is in
relatively good
health because of
the role the German
state still plays in
local financial mar-
kets, at the national
and federal level.

Municipally owned sav-
ings banks and the Landes-
banken, lenders controlled
by Germany’s regional gov-
ernments, still dominate the
sector. Germany’s five larg-
est commercial banks ac-
count for less than 25% of
the country’s banking as-
sets.

These legions of domesti-
cally focused banks have
proved conservative for the
most part. Germany’s state
banks could offer cheaper

financing than commercial
banks until 2005, when the
European Union phased out
state guarantees, because of
their top-notch credit rat-
ings. With business strong,
there was little incentive to
move away from plain-va-
nilla interest-earning activi-
ties to the fatally-leveraged

strategies favored
by so many com-
mercial banks in
other countries.

Germany has
also avoided a
housing bubble,
unlike the U.S.,
U.K., Spain and Ire-
land, so banks
have few bad hous-
ing debts. Home
ownership isn’t as
widespread in Ger-

many as the U.K. or U.S.
Mortgage-loan to value ra-
tios are typically lower than
elsewhere in Europe.

The German system
doesn’t come without its
disadvantages. With around
440 different savings banks
in addition to regional, co-
operative and private
banks, the sector is ineffi-
cient. Some German banks
have made bad bets in re-
cent years. Hypo Real Es-
tate has just secured a gov-
ernment-backed Œ50 billion

($68.3 billion) emergency
credit line. Midsize banks
such as IKB Industriebank
and Sachsen LB had to be
rescued.

But Germany is right to
distance itself from the
patchwork of industry-wide
bailout plans that Europe’s
governments have hatched
in recent days to save their
banking systems from col-
lapse. Germany may yet
face more costly individual
bank bailouts, but a Europe-
wide rescue plan would see
German taxpayers footing
the bill for the reckless lend-
ing and borrowing of oth-
ers.
 —Molly Neal

It’s time for a markdown
sale at Sears.

Despite steadily declin-
ing same-store sales and
plunging profitability over
the past 18 months, Sears’s
stock is defying gravity. But
a recession is likely to bring
the retailer back to earth.

Sears’s stock is trading
at the nosebleed valuation
of more than 26 times this
year’s expected earnings. In
comparison, discount retail-
ers such as Wal-Mart
Stores and Costco Whole-
sale — both of which re-
ported higher same-store
sales in September — are

trading in the mid-to-high
teens. Not to mention lower
profile retailers like TJX
Cos., whose chains draw
brand-conscious consumers,
which is trading at a multi-
ple of about 11.

Part of the reason could
be Sears’s spot on the no-
short sale list; indeed Thurs-
day, after the ban expired,
Sears fell sharply. Sears
also benefits from a rela-
tively small float, as several
loyal investors have stuck
by controlling shareholder
Eddie Lampert. And the
company has been steadily
buying back stock.

At some point, though,
the faith in Mr. Lampert dis-
played by these investors
may crumble. Recessions
are the ultimate in Darwin-
ian exercises for retailers.
Recent months have seen a
handful of specialty chains
file for Chapter 11 bank-
ruptcy protection, including
Steve & Barry’s, Linens ‘n
Things and Mervyn’s. Oth-
ers, like electronics chain
Circuit City and drug store
operation Rite Aid Corp.,
face serious challenges.
Sears’s prospects in an ex-
tended downturn aren’t
much better. —Martin Peers

Is there an Iceland-in-waiting in Asia?

A budget store with expensive shares

By Jeff Bater

And Brian Blackstone

WASHINGTON—New unemploy-
ment benefit claims in the U.S. fell
last week as the effect of two recent
hurricanes on jobless claims faded.

Initial claims dropped by 20,000
on a seasonally adjusted basis to
478,000 in the week ended Oct. 4,
the Labor Department said Thurs-
day.

Hurricane Ike in Texas and Hurri-
cane Gustav in Louisiana added
17,000 in unadjusted claims last

week, down from 45,000 in the pre-
vious week.

Continuing claims, those drawn
by workers collecting benefits for
more than one week, jumped 56,000
to 3,659,000 in the week ended
Sept. 27. That is the highest level
since June 2003, suggesting it is get-
ting harder for the unemployed to
find work.

Nonfarm payroll employment
has dropped for nine straight
months.

“These data suggest another
large decline in employment in Octo-

ber with the unemployment rate re-
maining high,” Insight Economics
economist Steven Wood said. “The
labor market is clearly in reces-
sion.”

In a separate report Thursday,
the U.S. government said wholesal-
ers’ inventories climbed more than
expected in August.

“Given the uncertainty surround-
ing the economic outlook and the re-
cent sharp slowdown in retail spend-
ing, combined with the increased
turmoil in the financial markets, it
is hard to believe that all of these in-

ventories are intended,” Mr. Wood
said.

Wholesale inventories increased
0.8% to a seasonally adjusted
$445.39 billion, after rising 1.5% in
July. Wall Street had expected a
0.5% increase.

Inventories can surge if busi-
nesses elevate supplies of
goods—or if firms are caught with
too much supply amid soft demand.

Sales of U.S. wholesalers fell 1.0%
in August to a seasonally adjusted
$404.86 billion after decreasing
0.8% in July.

New unemployment claims in U.S. decline

Some Asia watchers won-
der whether the region may
have an Iceland of its own.

While nobody is expect-
ing Asian Crisis Part Two,
Iceland’s huge current ac-
count deficit and banking
system malaise could pro-
voke comparisons with
Asian countries with open
financial markets in similar
circumstances. South Korea
may top the danger list.

Korea has Asia’s largest
current account deficit and
its banks have the worst
loan-to-deposit ratios. In-
deed, at 136%, the ratio of
Korean bank loans to depos-

its is significantly above the
Asian average of 82%. Inves-
tors are fleeing Korea’s mar-
kets. The main Kospi index
is 35% off its peak and the
Korean won has hit a de-
cade low against the dollar.
But the weak won could
boost exports.

There is also hope in the
form of lower commodity
prices—they have a large im-
pact on Korea’s current ac-
count position, which im-
proves by around 0.9% for ev-
ery 10% decline in oil prices.

Korean banks are also
less precarious than Ice-
land’s. While the demand

for dollar funding in Seoul
has sent interbank rates sky-
rocketing, at least the major
commercial banks are see-
ing net inflows of the local
currency, unlike at the start
of the Asian crisis in 1997
when deposits evaporated.

The Bank of Korea is
also sitting on foreign re-
serves of $239.7 billion,
much larger reserves than
in 1997, when its banks had
borrowed significant
amounts of short-term dol-
lars. This time around, Ko-
rea’s banks have mostly
long-term debt.
 —Mark Cranfield

U.S. Treasury mulls taking stakes in banks
Methods sought
for injecting capital;
more bonds released

Germany stands aloof

By Deborah Solomon

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Trea-
sury Department is considering
ways to inject capital directly into
banks, possibly by taking equity
stakes, as the financial crisis contin-
ues to worsen.

Treasury Secretary Henry Paul-
son, in a marked shift in rhetoric,
played up Treasury’s newfound au-
thority “to inject capital into financial
institutions” in remarks Wednesday.
Mr. Paulson, who won approval from
Congress to buy $700 billion of dis-
tressed assets, had previously fo-
cused on Treasury’s plan to buy mort-
gage-related securities from financial
institutions that are having trouble
getting the assets off their books.

As the financial crisis continues
to escalate, Treasury has begun
fleshing out ways to use its author-
ity to make direct injections into fi-
nancial institutions, according to a
person familiar with the matter. Mr.
Paulson is “actively considering”
such injections, White House spokes-
woman Dana Perino said Thursday.

Treasury is figuring out how to
structure such infusions so that
banks can recapitalize and begin
lending. The department is discuss-
ing whether to buy preferred stock
or find some other way to inject capi-
tal into the firms.

In remarks to reporters on

Wednesday, Mr. Paulson said its
new authority extends beyond just
mortgage-related assets to "any
other troubled assets that the Trea-
sury and the Federal Reserve deem
necessary to promote financial mar-
ket stability."

No such moves are imminent, but
the fact that the department is engag-
ing in such discussions is an indica-
tion of how the crisis is morphing.
Such a move wasn’t under consider-
ation just a few days ago but has be-
come more of a possibility in recent
days as the stock market has plunged
and the credit crunch shows no signs
of easing.

The U.K. government this week
announced a plan to take stakes in a
range of domestic banks.

In remarks to reporters Wednes-
day, Mr. Paulson said its new author-
ity extends beyond just mortgage-re-

lated assets to “any other troubled
assets that the Treasury and the Fed-
eral Reserve deem necessary to pro-
mote financial market stability.”

The Treasury also said Wednes-
day that it would release a total of
$20 billion more Treasury bonds
into the market.

The move is intended to relieve
some of the strain in the short-term
lending markets, where investors
have been unwilling to lend Trea-
sury securities to other market par-
ticipants over fears they won’t be re-
turned. Institutions such as banks,
corporations and money-market
funds borrow billions of dollars
overnight using Treasury bonds as
collateral, a vital cog of the financial
system.

By making more securities avail-
able, Treasury hopes to jolt the mar-
kets into functioning normally

again. Treasury took similar steps
after the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

The additional supply of securi-
ties released Wednesday by Trea-
sury is intended to ease the short-
age in medium-term government pa-
per.

The Treasury is targeting prob-
lems in the so-called repo market,
which helps to fund the daily busi-
ness of the country’s largest compa-
nies and banks. Lou Crandall, chief
economist at Wrightson ICAP, said
the Treasury’s move in 2001 helped to
alleviate the gridlock and made mar-
ket participants more willing to lend.

The Treasury’s move to offer four
securities on Wednesday could have a
similar impact, he said, though the
government may ultimately have to of-
fer more securities than it desig-
nated.“It’s unclear whether the first
four will be enough; however, noth-

ing is standing in the way of continu-
ing to reopen securities to get the
system flowing again,” he said.

Treasury said issuing more debt
would also help the government
raise money to pay for its new $700
billion program to buy distressed as-
sets from financial institutions,
among other programs.

“To address upcoming borrow-
ing needs and further enhance li-
quidity in the Treasury market,
Treasury will reopen multiple secu-
rities, which have created severe dis-
locations in the market, causing
acute, protracted shortages,” said
Treasury’s acting assistant secre-
tary for financial markets, Karthik
Ramanathan.
 —Emily Barrett

and Elizabeth Rappaport
contributed to this article.

Angela Merkel

Falling shares
Germany’s Xetra DAX, 
down 39%, year to date

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream
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Dubai’s debt raises worry
Emirate’s ability
to fund fast growth
could be strained

GM shares sharply down
as Western Europe drags
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By Chip Cummins

DUBAI—The global credit crisis
is raising fresh questions about this
Mideast boomtown’s mounting in-
ternational debt load and its ability
to fund its ambitious growth strat-
egy.

Dubai, one of seven emirates
that make up the United Arab Emir-
ates, has been spending heavily on
roads, a subway system and other
infrastructure projects to keep up
with the city-state’s explosive
growth. The government, through
a collection of state-owned or state-
controlled real-estate developers,
has also embarked on a series of am-
bitious property projects aimed at
turning Dubai into a tourism and
business destination.

Emaar Properties PJSC, partly
government-owned, is building the
world’s tallest skyscraper. On Sun-
day, Nakheel, a government-
backed developer, unveiled plans
for a kilometer-high tower here. Na-
kheel is already building a palm-
tree-shaped archipelago of man-
made islands packed with luxury vil-
las and hotels.

Unlike other Persian Gulf sheik-
doms, Dubai doesn’t have big re-
serves of hydrocarbons. Instead, it
has been bankrolling much of its
building boom through interna-
tional debt markets. With those all
but shut these days, analysts are
warning of a slowdown if global
markets don’t free up soon.

“Given the magnitude of the
projects that Dubai is taking on, it
will certainly need to borrow inter-
nationally,” said Philipp Lotter, a
Dubai-based analyst at Moody’s In-
vestors Service. “If that access is im-
paired for longer than a temporary
period, certain investments have to
be put on hold.”

A Dubai finance official declined
to comment, and the government
didn’t respond to emailed ques-
tions about its debt management.

Dubai is among the most heavily
indebted governments in the
wealthy Persian Gulf. Standard &
Poor’s estimated at the end of last
year that Dubai government debt
represented 41.8% of its gross do-
mestic product, compared with
22% in Bahrain and 2.9% in Abu
Dhabi.

While Dubai doesn’t have much
oil, its economy is diversified and
growing. But it hasn’t obtained a
government-debt rating from inter-
national rating agencies. A rating
might reassure debt investors
somewhat that government assets
and revenue are sufficient to back
up all that borrowing.

In today’s panic-stricken debt
markets, the uncertainty means
higher costs for big and prudent
borrowers. The cost of insuring $10

million of Dubai debt for five years
has risen to $247,500 a year, up
more than fivefold from the begin-
ning of the year, according to CMA
DataVision, a price-discovery ser-
vice.

CMA, which calculates a “cumu-
lative probability of default” for
sovereign borrowers, estimates the
likelihood of Dubai defaulting over
the next five years is just shy of
20%. That’s up from 4.3% at the be-
ginning of the year.

Still, many analysts and econo-
mists say chances of the govern-
ment getting into real trouble re-
main low. Most assume that next-
door-neighbor Abu Dhabi, one of
the world’s largest oil producers,
would extend a lifeline in a pinch.

While autonomous in many
ways, the emirates that make up
the UAE are tied into a federal sys-
tem. Abu Dhabi’s hereditary ruler is
the UAE’s president. Dubai’s ruler
is the federation’s prime minister.

There are other headwinds buf-
feting Dubai, further clouding the
ability of the government and its
corporate entities to raise cash.
Banks have significantly tightened
lending, and local borrowing costs
have soared. Dubai’s red-hot real-
estate market shows signs of cool-
ing off. Property prices here
haven’t fallen yet, but a number of
analysts are now predicting de-
clines as early as next year, as new
supply comes on the market. Also,
Dubai’s stock markets have fallen
sharply in recent days. That has
wiped out billions of dollars of
wealth among the bourse’s mostly
retail investors, further constrain-
ing local liquidity.

By John D. Stoll

Sinking consumer confidence in
Western Europe is undercutting the
gains General Motors Corp. racked
up in Eastern Europe’s emerging
markets earlier in the year, leading
the U.S. auto maker to report a 1.9%
drop in overall European sales for
the first nine months of the year.

GM, which is battling Toyota Mo-
tor Corp. for the leading share of glo-
bal auto sales, faces increasing pres-
sure in Western Europe, where a
weakening economy and high fuel
and raw-materials prices are de-
pressing demand. GM earlier this
week said it will pare production of
Opel vehicles built in the region.
The cutbacks could cause the com-
pany to burn through more cash
than planned as it incurs expenses
even as productivity decreases.

GM Europe’s performance adds
pressure for the auto maker at a
time when concerns about a misera-
ble U.S. economy and dwindling
cash reserves have knocked the com-
pany’s shares to their lowest point
in nearly six decades. Shares of GM
continued falling Thursday after de-
clines earlier in the week. In late-af-
ternoon trading Thursday on the
New York Stock Exchange, the
shares were down $1.34, or 19%, to
$5.57.

This year’s sales performance
for GM Europe stands in contrast to
the first nine months of 2007, when
GM recorded an 8% increase on the
Continent thanks to sizzling sales in
Russia. Sluggish demand in several
of Europe’s more mature auto mar-

kets, including Spain and Germany,
more than offset the continued in-
creases in Eastern Europe during
the first three quarters of 2008.

“We are facing an unprece-
dented set of economic challenges
due to the global economic crisis,”
GM Europe President Carl-Peter For-
ster said in a statement. “The credit
crisis and inflation from surging oil
and commodities prices have seri-
ously hurt consumer confidence.”

GM said that its Western Euro-
pean sales fell about 11% during the
first three quarters of the year,
while Eastern European sales in-
creased 43%. The Chevrolet brand,
which relies on Eastern European
markets for sales, posted a sales in-
crease, while the higher-margin
Opel brand reported a sales decline.

GM delivered a total of 1.62 mil-
lion vehicles in Europe between Janu-
ary and September. Sales in Eastern
Europe hit 318,245 vehicles, which
led the auto maker to a 10.4% market
share in the region. GM will report
world-wide sales results on Oct. 29.

The decline in Western Europe
comes just as the region appeared
to be getting back into black ink af-
ter billions of dollars and several
years worth of restructuring.

On Wednesday,foreignauto mak-
ers selling vehicles in Russia collec-
tively reported a 22% sales increase
in September, but GM’s Chevy brand
and Ford Motor Co.’s Ford were the
onlytwooffiveforeign brandsto reg-
ister declines. Chevy fell 2%, while
Ford sales slipped 13%, according to
the Association of European Busi-
nesses.
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A Louis Vuitton boutique in
Hangzhou, China, was closed after
the local industry and commerce au-
thority seized most of its products in
June. A photo and caption on
Wednesday’s Corporate News page
incorrectly implied the boutique
closed because of the financial crisis.
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Oil exporters feel the squeeze
ment could limit the leverage banks
can take on, among other condi-
tions.

U.K. officials haven’t said how
much more capital banks need, ex-
cept that the banking sector will re-
quire £25 billion. To create a reason-
able buffer against future losses, an-
alysts say banks need to get their
Tier 1 capital ratio, a measure of a
bank’s financial health, up to be-
tween 9% to 10%, depending on the
bank, and core capital ratios to
roughly between 7% and 7.5%. Rais-
ing capital levels will likely hurt
bank earnings, analysts say.

HSBC Holdings PLC was the first
to announce a capital-raising in the
wake of the government plan. Thurs-
day, it said it had injected £750 mil-
lion of its own money into its U.K.
unit.

RBS would need to raise £10 bil-
lion to get its Tier 1 capital ratio to
10.7%, according to a Citigroup re-
port Thursday. Barclays PLC, which
is smaller, would need £5 billion to
get to 10.5%, according to the Citi-
group report.

U.K. mortgage lender HBOS PLC
would need to raise an estimated £5
billion under one scenario to meet
government targets, according a
Sanford Bernstein report. HBOS,
which is being acquired by rival
Lloyds TSB Group PLC as part of a
rescue plan, is expected to tap gov-
ernment funds, analysts said. HBOS
didn’t return calls seeking com-
ment.

While some analysts expect Bar-
clays to tap the government for
some funding, Barclays may have an
easier time than RBS raising capital
on its own. Barclays has several sov-
ereign-wealth funds as major share-
holders and could hit them up for
more money. It raised £4.5 billion
this summer from the Qatar Invest-

ment Authority, Japan’s Sumitomo
Mitsui Banking Corp. and others.
Also, its shares haven’t fallen as
much as RBS’s since its last major
capital-raising effort.

It would be hard for Mr. Goodwin
to raise more money directly from
shareholders, some analysts say.
Boosting capital through a so-called
rights issue would be next to impos-
sible for the banks right now. Rights
issues are hard to pull off and take
months to arrange, and the banks
would have to offer steep discounts
to their already-beaten-down
shares to entice shareholders.

RBS already turned to sharehold-
ers when it raised £12 billion this
summer in the biggest rights issue
in U.K. history. Since then, the
bank’s shares have fallen some 60%,
giving investors big paper losses on
the sale.

RBS declined to comment.
Mr. Goodwin expanded the

300-year-old bank, based in Edin-
burgh, into a global presence in re-
cent years with operations in Eu-
rope, the Middle East, Asia, Africa
and Latin America, and developed
a trading operation that rivals
those of Wall Street firms. He
bought National Westminster in
2000 for about £20 billion, and he
led a consortium of banks in the
$101 billion takeover of Dutch bank-
ing giant ABN Amro Holding NV
last year. The acquisition stretched
RBS’s finances as the credit crunch
hit.

RBS also pushed aggressively
into risky areas like leveraged loans
that have since soured. RBS was one
of the top European leveraged-buy-
out lenders when the credit turmoil
began last year, for example.

Continued from first page

RBS walks tightrope over bailout

Obama likely will face an economy
in the midst of recession on Inaugu-
ration Day, even if the credit crisis
begins to ease. The new administra-
tion will have to get up to speed
quickly, taking over the largest gov-
ernment intervention since the
Great Depression.

Among economists surveyed,
54% said they think the next presi-
dent should launch an economic-
stimulus package in January.

Economists were divided on
where the stimulus should go. Some
13% said it should be used to in-

crease food stamps and unemploy-
ment benefits; 9% preferred infra-
structure spending; 4% favored tax-
payer rebates and 28% said it should
be some mix of those options.

In August, when asked whether
the U.S. should consider another
stimulus package, 66% of respon-
dents said no. That dropped to 46%
in the September survey.

“A month or two ago I wouldn’t
have said we needed another stimu-
lus,” said David Wyss of Standard &
Poor’s Corp. “I thought we’d be out
of this before a stimulus package

had any time to take effect. Now
that’s not likely to be the case.”

Tight credit markets have exacer-
bated the downturn. The unemploy-
ment rate stood at 6.1% in Septem-
ber, up from 5% as recently as April,
amid job losses during every month
of 2008. The economists expect an
average of 74,000 job losses a month
for the next 12 months with the un-
employment rate reaching 6.8% by
June, a level last seen in 1993.

As companies find it harder to se-
cure financing, business spending is
likely to be constrained and layoffs
are expected to mount.

At the same time, demand contin-
ues to falter. The Institute for Sup-
ply Management’s manufacturing-
activity survey breached recession-
ary levels in September, even before
the latest turmoil fully took hold.
Consumer spending is likely to turn
negative this year, as households
feel the pinch of job cuts and de-
creased purchasing power.

“For much of the year, policy
makers warned about financial
headwinds,” said Lou Crandall of
Wrightson ICAP. “If the credit mech-
anism deteriorates further, we’ll hit

a financial brick wall instead.”
While 98% of respondents said

the Treasury Department’s plan to
purchase troubled assets will have
at least some stabilizing effect, 33%
expect major problems to persist.
Half the economists said the plan
should have dealt more with recapi-
talizing banks.

The legislation focuses largely on
removing distressed assets from
banks’ balance sheets but does allow
Treasury to take stakes in banks. U.S.
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, in
a marked shift in rhetoric, played up
the authority to “to inject capital into
financial institutions” in remarks this
week, signaling that the government
is considering buying equity stakes in
financial institutions.

“More bank capital is the biggest
need in the economy now,” said
James Smith of Western Carolina
University and Parsec Financial
Management.

Not everyone agreed. “We may
get to the point where we need to in-
ject capital into banks, but we’re not
there yet,” Mr. Crandall said. “That
holds the greater potential reward
for economy but creates more risk
for taxpayers.”

Mr. Paulson’s reputation took a
hit following the battle with Con-
gress over the plan. When asked to
grade the secretary’s performance,
economists on average dropped his
score to 67 from 74 in July. Grades for
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Ber-
nanke fell to 72 from 77 in July. Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corp. Chair-
woman Sheila Bair fared best at 80.

Continued from first page

Economists see more pain for U.S.

casters said that despite a strong
thirst for oil in Asia and the Middle
East, global oil consumption could
flatten out next year, potentially
ending nearly a decade of steady de-
mand growth.

Benchmark crude for November
delivery fell $2.36, or 2.7%, to settle
at $86.59 Thursday on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. Crude has
plunged around $60 a barrel from
its July high, and analysts said signs
of a deep recession among industri-
alized countries could move prices
down further.

Oil exporters have racked up
cash surpluses as prices soared to
historic highs. Saudi Arabia, the
world’s largest exporter, is expected
to record $138 billion this year, up
from $95 billion last year.

But government spending also
has soared within OPEC and among
other big producers such as Russia,
based in part on the expectation
that oil prices would remain high.

Standard & Poor’s said last week
that Venezuela’s budget balance
“could deteriorate quickly” if crude
prices fall sharply. The nationaliza-
tion of a number of industrial compa-
nies is expected to cost the govern-
ment around $6 billion, or about 2%
of gross domestic product, in 2008,
according to Standard & Poor’s.

PFC Energy, a Washington con-
sultancy, estimates that Venezuela
needs an oil price of nearly $95 a bar-
rel to assure macroeconomic stabil-
ity, three times what they needed in
2000. By contrast, Saudi Arabia re-
quires an oil price of $55 a barrel,
more than double the figure from
eight years ago, according to PFC es-
timates.

PFC believes Iran’s price thresh-
old is similar to Saudi Arabia’s. But
the International Monetary Fund
warned recently that Iran will have
to cut state subsidies and shave gov-
ernment spending if oil prices stay
below $90 a barrel.

Russia also could face cutbacks,
as its budget for 2009 counts on a
price of $82 a barrel for Russian
Urals crude, which sells at a dis-
count to the U.S. benchmark.

For much of this year, the oil-
driven economies of the Persian
Gulf have been largely buffered
from the financial turmoil in the
U.S. and Europe. But that appears to
be changing.

Investors in the six Gulf states,
which include OPEC members Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates,
Kuwait and Qatar, have taken a
pounding this year, amassing al-
most $350 billion in stock-market
losses since January, according to
Zawya Dow Jones estimates.

Those losses go some way in ex-
plaining why credit in some areas is
drying up.

Consultants at Medley Global Ad-
visors said big Middle East power
and water projects, vital to meeting
the region’s electricity demand, are
facing financing delays and rising
capital costs. Some petrochemical
projects, which provide raw materi-
als to make plastics and fertilizers,
also are under pressure.

“The global credit crunch has
seen the number of international
banks lending to the power and wa-
ter sector decline,” said Medley en-
ergy director Bill Farren-Price.

The financial turmoil doesn’t ap-
pear to have affected big state-run
oil-exploration projects in the Gulf,
largely because national companies
such as Saudi Arabian Oil Co., or
Aramco, typically finance these
projects with cash.

But signs are emerging in other
OPEC countries that energy
projects could get caught in the fi-
nancial fallout. The industry’s ef-
forts to pump more oil and natural
gas already are suffering from high
costs, technical challenges and polit-
ical barriers.

A senior Nigerian oil official said
the financial environment has weak-
ened the West African govern-
ment’s ability to tap local and for-
eign banks to help bankroll its share
of oil and natural-gas projects with
energy companies such as Royal
Dutch Shell PLC. Nigeria’s joint-ven-
ture projects with foreign compa-
nies are important to the govern-
ment’s goal of boosting production
to four million barrels a day over the
next decade or so, up from about 2.1
million barrels a day currently.

Libya’s National Oil Co. also may
have to delay or scupper some
projects if financing problems
worsen, said company chief Shokri
Ghanem, who is also the North Afri-
can nation’s top representative to
OPEC. Mr. Ghanem declined to say
what type of projects were at risk,
but said, “We aren’t sure if all the fi-
nance is going to be there.”

OPEC is likely to reduce produc-
tion to defend prices from falling be-
low $80 a barrel. But some analysts
said that heightened costs else-
where in the oil patch may keep
prices from falling much further
anyway.

A study released by Bernstein Re-
search of New York this week argues
that oil prices will remain linked to
the cost of producing supplies from
difficult but crucial fields deep off-
shore and elsewhere, a cost the re-
search firm puts at between $75 and
$80 a barrel. By 2012, the firm said,
that cost likely will have jumped to
$105 a barrel.

Continued from first page

Royal Bank of Scotland Chief Executive Fred Goodwin is expected to turn to the
U.K. government for funds when the bank raises capital.

If the economists’ predictions bear out, it
would mark the first time U.S. GDP has
contracted for three consecutive quarters
in more than a half century.
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By Evan Ramstad

SEOUL—South Korean regula-
tors, in a bid to counter media re-
ports that the country’s banks are
more vulnerable to the global credit
crisis than others in Asia, said bank
liquidity is high, delinquency rates
are low and profits are solid.

Officials Thursday released new
data that showed South Korea’s
banks in July began to address what
has emerged as a concern for econo-
mists and investors—a high rate of
lending to the nation’s small and
mid-sized businesses.

Loan growth fell sharply in the
third quarter, both to households and

small and mid-sized businesses, the
data showed. That helped reduce the
overall loan-to-deposit ratio of South
Korea’s banks, a statistic that has
been widely cited as a chief indicator
of potential trouble for the nation as
the global credit crisis worsens.

“The financial soundness of South
Korean banks is quite strong,” said
Joo Jae-song, assistant governor of
the Financial Supervisory Service,
which monitors the industry.

Mr. Joo said Korean banks aren’t
using borrowed dollars to make
loans in won. Instead, he said, banks
are using won-based deposits, certif-
icates of deposit and won-based
bonds to finance won-based loans.

Seoul insists its banks are solid,
unveils data to placate skeptics
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Iran’s gas pricing power
Booming Arab states
scramble for supply;
U.A.E. export deal

By Roshanak Taghavi

TEHRAN, Iran—Oil prices may
be softening, but the price of that
other fossil fuel, clean-burning natu-
ral gas, is climbing sharply in the
Persian Gulf, thanks to the booming
economies of the Arab petro-states.

Iran looks set to squeeze the re-
gion’s highest wholesale gas prices
from the United Arab Emirates as
part of a 25-year, $2 billion natural-
gas-export deal between the two
countries. Crescent Petroleum,
based in the emirate of Sharjah, has
offered to pay about $5 per million
British Thermal Units for Iranian
gas, according to a person familiar
with the matter.

Unlike oil prices, gas prices vary
widely from region to region. But the
price is almost four times what the
U.A.E. currently pays for gas from Qa-
tar. And it is more than five times the
average weighted regional gas price
for the Middle East and North Africa.

Iran’s new pricing power comes
as the Islamic regime tries to kick-
start long-stalled gas-development
plans. It also comes amid a growing
energy gap in the booming econo-
mies of the Arab petrostates. A
shortage of clean-burning natural
gas to fuel economic expansion in
the U.A.E. has the country scram-
bling for new sources.

Gulf countries are experiencing
sharp economic growth amid today’s
super-charged oil prices. The U.A.E.,
in particular, has developed into a
real-estate and industrial power-

house. The U.A.E. is the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries’
fourth-largest oil producer. But it has
become increasingly dependent on
natural gas to fuel new power plants,
desalination plants and provide feed-
stock for new industries. The country
is struggling to secure new supplies,
both domestic and overseas.

“Natural gas is a fuel of choice
for clean and efficient power genera-
tion” in the U.A.E., said Majid Jafar,
Crescent’s executive director. The
U.A.E. isn’t the only Gulf country
looking for more gas. In a report re-
leased Tuesday, Moody’s Investors
Service said “fuel supply and result-
ing power shortages” were the big-
gest risks to long-term growth in
the Persian Gulf region.

The price agreement is a small vic-
tory for Iran’s struggling oil and gas
industry, hobbled for years by inter-
national sanctions. Iran has spent
around $1.5 billion on the project,
building a 280-kilometer undersea
pipeline linking Iran’s Salman off-
shore gas field to Crescent’s gas-pro-
cessing facilities in Sharjah. As part
of the deal, another Sharjah-based
company, Dana Gas PJSC, will trans-
port and process the Iranian gas.

A joint venture between the two
Sharjah companies will market the
gas to end users. Iran sits atop the
world’s second-largest gas reserves,
but ambitious plans for liquefied-

natural-gas export facilities have fal-
tered. Only a few big oil companies
have the know-how to build LNG fa-
cilities. Sanctions have put a halt so
far to any technology transfer.

At the same time, Iran hasn’t de-
veloped its reserves efficiently
enough to meet its own consump-
tion. The country imports roughly
5% of its gas needs from Turkmeni-
stan. Crescent, Dana and the Na-
tional Iranian Oil Co. signed the
deal in April 2001. Original export
plans were delayed because con-
struction of offshore processing
platforms for the deal weren’t com-

pleted by Iranian contractors until
earlier this year, Mr. Jafar said.

First exports could begin within
months. But fresh corruption allega-
tions from Iran’s government
threaten more delays. Iranian Presi-
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad sug-
gested in September that the deal
was tainted by behind-the-scenes
dealing, but he wasn’t specific.

Crescent said it “categorically de-
nies any wrongdoings or corrup-
tion.” But Mr. Ahmadinejad also
said he would endorse the deal as
long as it was concluded based on re-
gional market prices.

A gas-processing
platform that is part
of an export deal.
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The U.A.E. has
become a real-estate
and industrial
powerhouse.
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DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 53.10 $23.00 –1.73 –7.00%
Alcoa AA 29.20 12.80 –1.91 –12.98%
AmExpress AXP 26.00 24.00 –3.12 –11.50%
BankAm BAC 184.70 19.63 –2.47 –11.18%
Boeing BA 11.00 44.41 –3.29 –6.90%
Caterpillar CAT 10.20 44.80 –2.85 –5.98%
Chevron CVX 23.10 64.00 –9.10 –12.45%
Citigroup C 175.10 12.93 –1.47 –10.21%
CocaCola KO 20.40 43.30 –4.11 –8.67%
Disney DIS 21.70 23.80 –1.88 –7.32%
DuPont DD 11.00 33.76 –2.36 –6.53%
ExxonMobil XOM 56.70 68.00 –9.00 –11.69%
GenElec GE 144.70 19.01 –1.64 –7.94%
GenMotor GM 63.20 4.76 –2.15 –31.11%
HewlettPk HPQ 30.40 38.50 –1.50 –3.75%
HomeDpt HD 26.90 19.93 –1.24 –5.86%
Intel INTC 97.60 15.60 –0.65 –4.00%
IBM IBM 19.20 89.00 –1.55 –1.71%
JPMorgChas JPM 80.30 36.68 –2.62 –6.67%
JohnsJohns JNJ 29.60 57.58 –4.78 –7.67%
KftFoods KFT 18.70 27.70 –2.27 –7.57%
McDonalds MCD 15.50 52.08 –1.33 –2.49%
Merck MRK 22.10 26.21 –2.31 –8.10%
Microsoft MSFT 119.50 22.30 –0.71 –3.09%
Pfizer PFE 83.50 15.67 –1.46 –8.52%
ProctGamb PG 26.50 60.88 –5.22 –7.90%
3M MMM 10.50 53.50 –3.87 –6.75%
UnitedTech UTX 10.30 46.33 –3.35 –6.74%
Verizon VZ 25.80 25.93 –1.80 –6.49%
WalMart WMT 37.40 51.39 –3.16 –5.79%

Dow Jones Industrial AverageP/E: nil.
LAST: 8579.19 t 678.91, or 7.33%

YEAR TO DATE: t 4,685.63, or 35.3%

OVER 52 WEEKS t 5,435.93, or 38.8%

 Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Behind Asia’s deals: Bank revenue rankings, Asia (ex Japan)
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

Credit Suisse $126 4.3% 45% 2% 39% 14%

Citi 119 4.1% 41% 12% 41% 6%

Morgan Stanley 111 3.8% 42% 4% 54% 1%

UBS 104 3.5% 54% 8% 37% 1%

Merrill Lynch 101 3.4% 50% 4% 45% 1%

JPMorgan 97 3.3% 37% 12% 49% 2%

Deutsche Bank 79 2.7% 61% 10% 24% 5%

Goldman Sachs 78 2.7% 46% 2% 50% 1%

HSBC 70 2.4% 8% 45% 4% 43%

Source: Dealogic

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement... And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Royal Bk Scotland 211 –82 –83 92 Alcatel Lucent 842 36 161 342

Barclays Bank 133 –67 –124 4 Intl Pwr 525 37 65 153

Bk of Scotland 216 –55 –105 –22 Thomson 760 39 159 203

Lloyds TSB Bank 105 –45 –88 13 HeidelbergCement 628 39 177 269

UBS AG 216 –43 –68 86 Rep Iceland 965 47 247 692

ING Bk 138 –29 –25 40 Norske Skogindustrier 1098 53 137 131

Std Chartered Bank 134 –26 –28 55 ArcelorMittal Fin 401 56 100 216

Dexia Cr Loc 365 –25 –55 142 CIE Industriali Riunite 554 57 179 203

Bco Espirito Santo 114 –22 –61 –17 Wendel 581 57 109 162

Bco Comercial Portugues 98 –20 –34 –9 Rhodia 590 71 118 195

Source: Markit Group

Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Thursday’s best and worst…
Market value, Previous

in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

UniCredit Italy Banks $48.6 2.67 9.20% –56.9% –42.5%

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Iron & Steel 49.6 25.10 9.11 –55.6 ...

Anglo Amer U.K. General Mining 35.5 15.34 8.03 –55.9 –4.5

BHP Billiton U.K. General Mining 39.8 10.36 6.53 –44.9 28.9

Royal Bk of Scot U.K. Banks 27.4 0.96 5.84 –79.3 –78.2

Barclays U.K. Banks $33.9 2.42 –13.12% –61.9 –54.7

GDF Suez France Multiutilities 78.5 26.25 –13.08 –29.6 0.3

E.ON Germany Multiutilities 77.2 28.25 –10.74 –33.6 17.8

Iberdrola S.A. Spain Conventional Electricity 39.3 5.77 –8.56 –46.5 2.6

Roche Hldg Part. Cert. Switzerland Pharmaceuticals 95.8 154.40 –7.60 –29.3 –16.4

...And the rest of Europe’s blue chips
Latest, Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

BNP Paribas S.A. 83.2 66.89 5.45% –16.8% 7.4%
France (Banks)
Rio Tinto 50.4 27.50 4.68 –39.7 26.9
U.K. (General Mining)
AXA S.A. 54.2 19.23 3.39 –38.9 –13.3
France (Full Line Insurance)
Siemens 63.2 50.65 3.20 –48.6 –18.9
Germany (Electronic Equipment)
UBS 48.0 18.51 1.65 –69.3 –61.7
Switzerland (Banks)
Koninklijke Philips Elec 23.9 16.73 1.61 –47.6 –21.0
Netherlands (Consumer Electronics)
ABB 35.0 17.05 0.89 –47.3 85.6
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
BASF 36.7 28.43 0.46 –40.3 –7.6
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Soc. Generale 46.4 57.50 0.34 –50.3 –33.7
France (Banks)
Nokia 63.5 12.25 0.08 –54.4 –12.1
Finland (Telecom Equipment)
Daimler 32.4 24.61 –0.91 –67.2 –41.7
Germany (Automobiles)
Allianz SE 48.3 78.15 –1.50 –51.9 –31.8
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Diageo 40.5 8.38 –1.64 –24.4 3.1
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
BP 145.9 4.10 –1.80 –31.0 –34.2
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
SAP 44.9 26.42 –2.04 –32.2 –25.2
Germany (Software)
HSBC Hldgs 178.2 8.60 –2.08 –10.6 –3.9
U.K. (Banks)
Vodafone Grp 119.2 1.19 –2.30 –33.8 –19.0
U.K. (Mobile Telecom)
Assicurazioni Gen 40.6 21.08 –2.68 –32.5 –8.7
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
ENI 81.2 14.85 –2.75 –43.8 –33.8
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
France Telecom 65.1 18.25 –2.77 –24.4 –22.0
France (Fixed Line Telecom)

Credit Suisse Grp 41.0 40.88 –2.90% –50.0% –26.4%
Switzerland (Banks)
Astrazeneca 55.8 22.25 –3.01 –14.1 –16.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Royal Dutch Shll 88.1 18.20 –3.19 –37.4 –28.4
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Total S.A. 116.3 35.95 –3.24 –35.0 –30.8
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Banco Santander 87.9 10.30 –3.29 –24.9 –2.9
Spain (Banks)
Banco Bilbao Viz 54.8 10.72 –3.34 –38.1 –24.6
Spain (Banks)
Telefonica S.A. 97.4 15.17 –3.44 –26.6 11.8
Spain (Fixed Line Telecom)
Bayer 46.6 44.70 –3.54 –21.2 50.5
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
Tesco 49.7 3.67 –3.80 –22.0 20.9
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
Deutsche Telekom 61.6 10.35 –4.04 –24.9 –31.6
Germany (Mobile Telecom)
Deutsche Bk 27.0 37.21 –4.43 –60.2 –51.0
Germany (Banks)
Unilever 41.9 17.89 –4.69 –20.0 –8.0
Netherlands (Food Products)
British Amer Tob 56.2 16.10 –4.90 –6.6 40.5
U.K. (Tobacco)
Sanofi-Aventis S.A. 74.2 41.33 –4.91 –34.3 –39.0
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Nestle S.A. 143.1 42.28 –4.99 –17.3 13.1
Switzerland (Food Products)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 19.0 45.10 –5.45 –66.0 –66.7
Sweden (Telecom Equipment)
GlaxoSmithKline 106.7 10.83 –5.99 –16.1 –24.7
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Novartis 124.0 53.10 –6.60 –16.9 –19.9
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
ING Groep 33.9 11.94 –6.61 –63.0 –49.7
Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Intesa Sanpaolo 49.3 3.05 –7.58 –44.7 –20.0
Italy (Banks)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

WSJ.com

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Convertible Arbitrage -11.55% -20.54% -23.4% -28.5% -28.5%
Merger Arbitrage -8.54% -11.40% -10.5% -10.4% -10.2%
Event Driven -7.78% -12.50% -14.4% -15.6% -16.9%
Distressed Securities -6.03% -13.51% -15.0% -20.5% -23.0%
Equity Market Neutral 0.37% -0.30% -5.2% -3.8% -1.8%
Equity Long/Short -4.53% -8.14% -12.9% -13.3% -11.9%

*Estimates as of 10/08/08, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can
see spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes
below are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average
Europe: 10/1 1.28 99.64% 0.01% 1.35 1.18 1.25

Eur. High Volatility: 10/1 2.54 98.52 0.02 2.60 2.16 2.39

Europe Crossover: 10/1 6.36 97.18 0.06 6.40 5.74 6.02

Asia ex-Japan IG: 10/1 2.98 95.80 0.02 2.98 1.99 2.44

Japan: 10/1 2.10 97.16 0.02 2.10 1.58 1.82

 Note: Data as of October 8

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for 
corporate debt; 
based on Markit 
iTraxx indexes.   

In percentage points
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BLUE CHIPS & BONDS

Major players & benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, the
biggest and best known companies in Europe,
including the U.K.
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Money & Investing

By Carolyn Henson

And Allesandro Torello

BRUSSELS—France, Belgium
and Luxembourg stepped in to guar-
antee Dexia SA’s new loans and de-
posits for at least a year, following
the three governments’ bailout of
the Belgian-French bank last week.

The move reassured investors.
Dexia shares rose 16% in Thursday
trading in Belgium to close at Œ5.81
($7.94). Before the announcement,
the bank’s shares had slid around
40% over the past five days, despite
a cash injection of Œ6.4 billion pro-
vided by the three governments last
week, as investors reacted to the col-
lapse and dismantling of rival Fortis
and the widening credit crisis.

Belgian Prime Minister Yves Le-
terme said the extendable one-year
guarantee will reassure depositors
that Dexia will have sufficient cash
to meet all its obligations. The move
came after all-night talks between
the three governments on how best
to shore up the bank, a specialist in
local government lending.

Mr. Leterme said the guarantee
would cover interbank and institu-
tional borrowing, as well as new
debt financing with institutional in-
vestors with a maximum maturity
of three years. The Belgian govern-
ment said it will extend similar sup-
port to other Belgian banks if
needed.

The guarantees include Dexia’s

troubled U.S. bond insurer Financial
Security Assurance, which will re-
main part of the company despite
speculation that it would be
stripped out. FSA provides financial
guarantees for asset-backed securi-
ties and is heavily exposed to the
troubled U.S. housing market. It has
come under pressure in the eco-
nomic crisis because of worries
over mounting claims.

Dexia’s new chairman, former
Belgian Prime Minister Jean-Luc De-
haene, said FSA falls under strict
U.S. regulations and it was difficult
to maneuver. Thursday’s move “al-
lows us to calmly see how to deal
with” the FSA unit within the Dexia
group, he said.

French Finance Minister Chris-
tine Lagarde said there were no
plans to split the Belgian-French
bank along national lines—as hap-
pened to Belgian-Dutch bank Fortis
in a government bailout last week.

Ms. Lagarde said a guarantee for the
entire French banking sector wasn’t
necessary.

The European Commission
Thursday said it was being in-
formed by the French and Belgian
governments of their plans to aid
Dexia, and once it had a full notifica-
tion of the measures it would try to
assess quickly whether any illegal
state aid was taking place.

Dexia was created by a 1996
merger of Credit Local de France
with the Credit Communal de Bel-
gique, two local government lend-
ers, in what was one of Europe’s
first cross-border banking mergers.

The Belgian government and the
Belgian regions hold 11.4% of its
stock while the French state and its
investment vehicle CDC together
hold 25%.
 —Adam Cohen and

Peppi Kiviniemi
contributed to this article.

By Ilan Brat, Ellen Byron

And Jennifer Levitz

At Quality Environmental Pro-
fessionals Inc. in Indianapolis, the
crumbling economy forced a deci-
sion about the doughnuts.

When the environmental consult-
ing business renewed its credit line
last month, the interest rate nearly
doubled, to 10% from 5.25%. Fuel
costs for the company’s vans and
trucks had risen. Customers were
taking longer to pay bills.

Chief Executive Deb Peters says
she didn’t want layoffs, so she asked
some of her 33 employees to mow
the company’s lawn and do other
yardwork, saving $7,000. Another
$7,000 in savings came from switch-
ing the ink on Quality’s letterhead to
black from color.

Then the operations manager
tried to halt delivery of $130 of
doughnuts, bottled water and va-
nilla coffee creamer for a monthly
staff meeting. No way, Ms. Peters
said. Employees who work billable
hours agreed to work one or two
more per week to pay for the treats.

“It’s like riding a roller coaster,”
she says of running her business

these days.
Across the U.S., companies are

looking for cuts in every budgetary
nook and cranny in an economy
dragged down by slowing consump-
tion, an imploding stock market and
tightcredit.Theyarecuttingpayrolls
and scrimping on everything from
photocopying to free coffee. Some
are having to reluctantly turn away
business because they can’t borrow
enough money to accommodate it.

Louis Licari, founder of the tony
Louis Licari salons in New York and
Beverly Hills, Calif., recently in-
stalled new weight scales so hair-
color solution could be more pre-
cisely measured. Hair-washers who
use too much shampoo and condi-
tioner will be scolded, he says.
“There’snomoreby-the-eyemeasur-
ing—too much waste goes down the
sink,” says Mr. Licari, whose salons
employ about 120 people.

Still, to keep customers coming,
he says he can’t afford to cut some
costly perks, like the “major arrange-
ment” of flowers at the front desk
that is replaced every week. “We’ll
still do coffees, teas, cookies and
brownies,” he says. “Even if I have
to bake them myself.”

At 2nd Wind Exercise Equip-
ment Inc. of Minneapolis, “We’re an-
alyzing things with a magnifying
glass,” says Chief Executive Dick En-
rico. Sales managers traveling to
the company’s fitness-machine

stores have been ordered to com-
pare the cost of renting a car versus
expensing the use of their own vehi-
cle at federal mileage rates.

At Shooters Restaurant & Sports
Bar in Wareham, Mass., food sales
have dropped almost 80% in the
past month, prompting a new menu
of “recession specials,” says Jim
Hoban, an owner. Spaghetti and
meatballs has been cut to $4.99
from $8.99. The fried clam plate is
$7.99, down from $9.99.

“No one has got any money to eat
out,” Mr. Hoban says of his largely
blue-collar clientele. “We are basi-
cally giving the food away, hoping
that they’ll buy a beer” or some-
thing else extra.

The Mashantucket Pequot Tribal
Nation, which operates two casino
complexes in Connecticut, plans to
lay off 700 employees, or about 6% of
its work force, as revenue falls.
Amongthefirsttogowasthenation’s
chiefexecutive,PatriciaIrvin, whose
position was eliminated. “Although
it has taken a few months, the reces-
sion’s impactcan nowbe clearlyseen
in our industry,” Michael Thomas,
tribal council chairman, said in a
statement.

And construction by a different
tribe,theMoheganTribalGamingAu-
thority, of a 39-story, 919-room hotel
in Uncasville, Conn., recently was
stoppedbecauseoftheeconomy.The
Mohegans had planned to spend
$734 million on the hotel, a restau-
rant, a retail center and concert
venue.

Others are missing opportuni-
ties. Three weeks ago, Vista Window
Co. of Warren,Ohio, received a surge
in orders for its vinyl replacement
windows after a competitor shut its
doors. Vista sought a $1.75 million
loan to hire workers, buy machinery
and raw materials and secure more
warehouse space, says Ed Kalaher,
vice president of corporate affairs.
Its bank refused, saying it was no
longer comfortable with Vista’s
debt-to-assets ratio. Vista turned
away the business and will delay fur-
ther expansion plans for at least a
year, Mr. Kalaher says.

The company’s sales have grown
by at least 40% a year since the com-
panyopenedsevenyearsagoandthis
year are expected to hit more than
$20million.“Inyearspast,there was
a certain amount of value that mo-
mentum, growth, opportunity
brought with lenders,” Mr. Kalaher
says. “That doesn’t hold any weight
anymore.”

 —Timothy Aeppel, Paulo Prada,
Philip Shishkin and Sara Silver

contributed to this article.

Dexia’s second bailout
Deposits guarantee
new loans for a year;
investors reassured

At U.S. firms, downturn
forces cuts big and small

A WSJ NEWS ROUNDUP

European insurance shares rose
on Thursday, as Dutch insurer Ae-
gon NV announced steps to boost
capital and reduce risk while British
insurer Aviva PLC bolstered its
hedges against slumping stock mar-
kets.

Aegon shares rose 3.2% and
Aviva rallied 5.9%, after being
caught in a wave of broadworries
over the viability of the financial sys-
tem as banks in the Benelux region,
Britain and the U.S. seek merger
partners or are nationalized.

Aegon, which has seen its share
price cut in half since the global
credit crisis intensified in Septem-
ber, projected a Œ275 million
($375.8 million) third-quarter
charge on credit impairments, a fig-
ure one analyst described as “not ex-
traordinary.” The Dutch company

has two-thirds of its operations in
the U.S., where it operates insurer
Transamerica.

Aegon shares rose to Œ4.24 on
the day’s trading in Amsterdam.

Aviva said it will protect itself
from stock-market declines through
increased hedges, and that a further
40% fall in equity markets would re-
duce its surplus regulatory capital
by £700 million ($1.2 billion), com-
pared with an estimated drop of £1.3
billion as of June 30 this year.

Its shares jumped to 434 pence
on trading in London.

“The announcement is clearly
more positive than the market had
feared,” said Peter Eliot, analyst at
Man Securities. Aviva’s comments
follow concerns in the U.K. media
this week that the company may
have had a significant amount of its
capital surplus wiped out by the fi-
nancial crisis.

The insurers’ announcements
came as shares in Europe’s biggest
insurers rebounded in a market re-
covering from steep losses, as ef-
forts by governments and central
banks to thaw credit markets
helped to calm jittery investors.

Aviva, owner of the Norwich
Union brand, also said its surplus
regulatory capital had risen to £1.9
billion as of Sept. 30 from £1.8 bil-
lion three months earlier.

Aegon said it expected to main-
tain a level of capital above AA rat-
ing requirements and a strong li-
quidity position. It added that it
would stick to its strategy an-
nounced in June to become less de-
pendent on U.S. income, sell under-
performing assets, and seek growth
via new products and acquisitions.

Aegon Chief Executive Alex Wy-
naendts said that “in the current ex-
traordinary environment, I am
more convinced than ever that our
strategy is the right one.”

Aegon’s exposures to troubled
U.S. banks and insurers, announced
last month, were included in the pro-
jected third-quarter impairment, an
Aegon investor-relations spokes-
man said. Aegon said it had Œ65 mil-
lion of fixed-income exposure to Leh-
man Brothers and £125 million to
Washington Mutual Inc.

The company also said it has
hedged its U.S. dollar position at cur-
rent levels for the rest of 2008 and
2009. Aegon, which gets around two-
thirds of its profit in the U.S., is seek-
ing to reduce its reliance on income
there.

Shares of Aegon and Aviva rise

Starring role
Lawyer for nearly all of
Wall Street navigates
stormy times > Page 23
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Colorist Kathy Galotti of the Louis Licari salon on New York’s Fifth Avenue, one of
many businesses across the U.S. watching costs and cutting waste.

Louis Licari
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Currencies London close on Oct. 9
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.4027 0.2271 3.2265 0.3099

Brazil real 3.0248 0.3306 2.2167 0.4511

Canada dollar 1.5612 0.6405 1.1441 0.8740
1-mo. forward 1.5595 0.6412 1.1429 0.8750

3-mos. forward 1.5554 0.6429 1.1398 0.8773
6-mos. forward 1.5527 0.6441 1.1379 0.8789

Chile peso 837.49 0.001194 613.75 0.001629
Colombia peso 3084.53 0.0003242 2260.48 0.0004424

Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3645 0.7328 1 1
Mexico peso-a 16.9825 0.0589 12.4455 0.0804

Peru sol 4.0923 0.2444 2.9990 0.3334
Uruguay peso-e 29.884 0.0335 21.900 0.0457

U.S. dollar 1.3645 0.7328 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 2930.10 0.000341 2147.30 0.000466

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.9459 0.5139 1.4260 0.7013
China yuan 9.3067 0.1074 6.8204 0.1466

Hong Kong dollar 10.5927 0.0944 7.7628 0.1288
India rupee 64.912 0.0154 47.570 0.0210

Indonesia rupiah 13093 0.0000764 9595 0.0001042
Japan yen 137.28 0.007284 100.61 0.009940

1-mo. forward 136.69 0.007316 100.17 0.009983
3-mos. forward 135.73 0.007368 99.47 0.010053

6-mos. forward 134.89 0.007413 98.86 0.010116
Malaysia ringgit-c 4.7868 0.2089 3.5080 0.2851

New Zealand dollar 2.2137 0.4517 1.6223 0.6164
Pakistan rupee 107.902 0.0093 79.075 0.0126

Philippines peso 64.611 0.0155 47.350 0.0211
Singapore dollar 2.0056 0.4986 1.4698 0.6804

South Korea won 1886.49 0.0005301 1382.50 0.0007233
Taiwan dollar 44.269 0.02259 32.443 0.03082
Thailand baht 46.797 0.02137 34.295 0.02916

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7328 1.3646

1-mo. forward 0.9983 1.0017 0.7316 1.3669

3-mos. forward 0.9977 1.0023 0.7311 1.3678

6-mos. forward 0.9984 1.0016 0.7317 1.3668

Czech Rep. koruna-b 24.768 0.0404 18.151 0.0551

Denmark krone 7.4555 0.1341 5.4637 0.1830

Hungary forint 258.94 0.003862 189.76 0.005270

Norway krone 8.3983 0.1191 6.1546 0.1625

Poland zloty 3.4851 0.2869 2.5540 0.3915

Russia ruble-d 35.618 0.02808 26.102 0.03831

Slovak Rep. koruna 30.4704 0.03282 22.3300 0.04478

Sweden krona 9.6893 0.1032 7.1007 0.1408

Switzerland franc 1.5445 0.6475 1.1319 0.8835

1-mo. forward 1.5402 0.6492 1.1288 0.8859

3-mos. forward 1.5359 0.6511 1.1256 0.8885

6-mos. forward 1.5321 0.6527 1.1228 0.8906

Turkey lira 1.9018 0.5258 1.3938 0.7175

U.K. pound 0.7912 1.2639 0.5798 1.7246

1-mo. forward 0.7912 1.2639 0.5798 1.7246

3-mos. forward 0.7913 1.2637 0.5799 1.7244

6-mos. forward 0.7951 1.2578 0.5827 1.7163

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

Bahrain dinar 0.5145 1.9436 0.3771 2.6522

Egypt pound-a 7.5255 0.1329 5.5150 0.1813

Israel shekel 4.9056 0.2039 3.5950 0.2782

Jordan dinar 0.9668 1.0344 0.7085 1.4114

Kuwait dinar 0.3661 2.7317 0.2683 3.7276

Lebanon pound 2051.60 0.0004874 1503.50 0.0006651

Saudi Arabia riyal 5.1307 0.1949 3.7600 0.2660

South Africa rand 12.4140 0.0806 9.0975 0.1099

United Arab dirham 5.0127 0.1995 3.6735 0.2722

SDR -f 0.8902 1.1233 0.6524 1.5328
a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

WSJ.com

Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to- Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars) Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S. dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk. yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

3.37% 10 World -a % % 184.99 –0.92% –41.8% 5.29% 13 U.S. Select Dividend -b % % 624.20 –2.61% –32.6%

3.34% 10 Stoxx Global 1800 178.50 –1.72% –38.7% 181.92 –1.69% –41.2% 4.65% 13 Infrastructure 1299.90 –0.93% –31.6% 1706.14 –0.05% –33.9%

3.77% 11 Stoxx 600 221.80 –2.00% –43.2% 226.09 –1.97% –45.5% 2.38% 8 Luxury 657.80 0.85% –47.4% 767.78 1.74% –49.1%

3.88% 10 Stoxx Large 200 240.60 –2.28% –42.5% 243.98 –2.25% –44.9% 2.09% 10 BRIC 50 275.20 5.68% –50.7% 359.34 6.06% –52.6%

3.09% 11 Stoxx Mid 200 191.40 –0.83% –46.0% 194.09 –0.80% –48.3% 6.35% 4 Africa 50 740.00 2.36% –32.3% 646.59 3.27% –34.5%

3.47% 10 Stoxx Small 200 121.50 –0.09% –47.1% 123.11 –0.06% –49.2% 8.07% 7 GCC 40 769.80 5.12% –21.2% 666.92 5.15% –24.4%

3.79% 10 Euro Stoxx 242.20 –1.94% –44.0% 246.92 –1.91% –46.3% 4.05% 9 Sustainability 749.10 0.87% –38.3% 863.88 0.98% –40.8%

3.87% 10 Euro Stoxx Large 200 261.40 –2.12% –43.7% 264.78 –2.10% –46.0% 2.73% 11 Islamic Market -a % % 1547.90 –0.76% –37.7%

3.31% 11 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 213.10 –1.28% –44.8% 215.85 –1.25% –47.1% 3.05% 10 Islamic Market 100 1530.20 0.30% –30.2% 1788.85 0.41% –33.1%

3.55% 10 Euro Stoxx Small 200 131.30 –0.38% –45.8% 132.84 –0.35% –48.1% 6.52% 6 Islamic Turkey -c 1992.10 –0.38% –34.8% % %

9.20% 7 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1443.40 –1.68% –55.5% 1686.03 –1.66% –57.3% 2.63% 14 Wilshire 5000 % % 9973.33 0.47% –36.5%

6.29% 7 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1608.00 –1.15% –53.0% 1885.54 –1.12% –55.0% % DJ-AIG Commodity 152.90 0.04% –10.8% 151.60 0.06% –14.5%

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note: All data as of 2 p.m. ET. Source: Dow Jones Indexes

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.4260 2.4593 1.2599 0.2008 0.0546 0.2317 0.0142 0.3967 1.9459 0.2610 1.2464 ...

 Canada 1.1441 1.9731 1.0108 0.1611 0.0438 0.1859 0.0114 0.3182 1.5612 0.2094 ... 0.8023

 Denmark 5.4637 9.4227 4.8272 0.7695 0.2093 0.8877 0.0543 1.5198 7.4555 ... 4.7755 3.8314

 Euro 0.7328 1.2639 0.6475 0.1032 0.0281 0.1191 0.0073 0.2039 ... 0.1341 0.6405 0.5139

 Israel 3.5950 6.1999 3.1762 0.5063 0.1377 0.5841 0.0357 ... 4.9056 0.6580 3.1422 2.5210

 Japan 100.6050 173.5034 88.8855 14.1683 3.8543 16.3463 ... 27.9847 137.2806 18.4133 87.9337 70.5493

 Norway 6.1546 10.6142 5.4376 0.8668 0.2358 ... 0.0612 1.7120 8.3983 1.1265 5.3794 4.3159

 Russia 26.1021 45.0157 23.0614 3.6760 ... 4.2411 0.2595 7.2607 35.6176 4.7774 22.8145 18.3041

 Sweden 7.1007 12.2459 6.2735 ... 0.2720 1.1537 0.0706 1.9752 9.6893 1.2996 6.2064 4.9794

 Switzerland 1.1319 1.9520 ... 0.1594 0.0434 0.1839 0.0113 0.3148 1.5445 0.2072 0.9893 0.7937

 U.K. 0.5798 ... 0.5123 0.0817 0.0222 0.0942 0.0058 0.1613 0.7912 0.1061 0.5068 0.4066

 U.S. ... 1.7246 0.8835 0.1408 0.0383 0.1625 0.0099 0.2782 1.3645 0.1830 0.8740 0.7012

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign stock quotations, futures and futures
options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 438.25 10.75 2.51% 799.25 258.50
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 980.00 16.00 1.66 1,636.75 622.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 604.75 –3.25 –0.53% 1,284.25 430.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 94.300 –0.650 –0.68 115.325 92.275
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,330 –12 –0.51 3,273 1,845
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 114.65 0.10 0.09 178.90 109.35
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 11.90 0.01 0.08 15.85 9.89
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 52.44 –1.14 –2.13 98.45 52.00
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 1,890.00 115 6.48 3,665 1,755
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 1,395 –1 –0.07 1,706 979
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,786 45 2.58 2,747 1,642

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 240.60 5.10 2.17 404.50 220.00
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 886.50 –20.00 –2.21 1,048.00 437.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1187.50 10.30 0.87 2,155.00 601.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,298.00 –21.50 –0.93 3,340.00 2,254.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 14,850.00 –550.00 –3.57 25,450 14,545
Copper ($/ton) LME 5,340.00 –95.00 –1.75 8,811.00 5,340.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 1,610.00 –5.00 –0.31 3,875.00 1,564.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 1,485.00 –45.00 –2.94 3,169.50 1,485.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 13,060 –590 –4.32 34,050 13,060

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 86.62 –1.81 –2.05 148.60 19.75
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.4186 –0.0759 –3.04 4.2500 1.9895
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.0273 –0.0025 –0.12 3.5475 1.9500
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 6.825 0.083 1.23 13.998 4.750
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 83.96 –1.75 –2.04 150.12 54.51
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 782.00 –1.75 –0.22 1,357.50 739.00

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE

earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

 11 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 221.78 –4.53 –2.00% –39.2% –43.2%

 11 DJ Stoxx 50 2291.77 –68.61 –2.91 –37.8% –41.6%

 10 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 242.21 –4.80 –1.94 –41.6% –44.0%

 9 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2629.04 –65.51 –2.43 –40.2% –41.2%

 6 Austria ATX 2161.36 –92.52 –4.10 –52.1% –55.3%

 7 Belgium Bel-20 2240.88 –83.07 –3.57 –45.7% –50.6%

 10 Czech Republic PX 1044.6 2.0 0.19% –42.4% –45.0%

 10 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 274.11 4.25 1.57 –38.9% –44.4%

 8 Finland OMX Helsinki 6052.06 –9.54 –0.16 –47.8% –51.0%

 8 France CAC-40 3442.70 –54.19 –1.55 –38.7% –41.3%

 10 Germany DAX 4887.00 –126.62 –2.53 –39.4% –39.2%

 … Hungary BUX 15014.52 –1150.08 –7.11 –42.8% –46.8%

 2 Ireland ISEQ 3037.79 –16.60 –0.54 –56.2% –62.9%

 7 Italy S&P/MIB 21871 –403 –1.81 –43.3% –46.7%

 5 Netherlands AEX 281.97 –3.69 –1.29 –45.3% –49.5%

 6 Norway All-Shares 310.73 8.55 2.83 –45.5% –46.6%

 17 Poland WIG 33724.03 80.61 0.24 –39.4% –47.4%

 9 Portugal PSI 20 6677.91 57.40 0.87 –48.7% –47.9%

 … Russia RTSI 844.75 83.12 10.91% –63.1% –61.1%

 9 Spain IBEX 35 9902.9 –394.7 –3.83% –34.8% –34.4%

 15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 208.55 –1.31 –0.62 –40.7% –48.9%

 11 Switzerland SMI 5798.84 –274.61 –4.52 –31.7% –37.1%

 … Turkey ISE National 100 30878.71 106.08 0.34 –44.4% –46.8%

 8 U.K. FTSE 100 4313.80 –52.89 –1.21 –33.2% –35.8%

 10 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 95.15 0.76 0.81 –39.8% –44.2%

 … Australia SPX/ASX 200 4320.9 –67.2 –1.53 –31.8% –36.2%

 … China CBN 600 15955.27 –206.14 –1.28 –61.5% –63.7%

 9 Hong Kong Hang Seng 15943.24 511.51 3.31 –42.7% –45.3%

 13 India Sensex 11328.36 Closed –44.2% –39.8%

 … Japan Nikkei Stock Average 9157.49 –45.83 –0.50 –40.2% –47.5%

 … Singapore Straits Times 2102.71 69.10 3.40 –39.3% –45.1%

 11 South Korea Kospi 1294.89 8.20 0.64 –31.7% –37.1%

 11 AMERICAS DJ Americas 245.72 –2.65 –1.07 –34.8% –38.8%

 … Brazil Bovespa 38392.12 –201.42 –0.52 –39.9% –38.9%

 10 Mexico IPC 20780.95 101.98 0.49 –29.6% –35.8%

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of October 8, 2008

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

3.20% 12 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 247.86 –3.91%–38.5% –39.8%

3.20% 13 World (Developed Markets) 1,003.69 –3.47%–36.8% –38.6%

2.90% 14 World ex-EMU 117.33 –3.01%–35.2% –37.5%

3.00% 14 World ex-UK 998.18 –3.12%–36.3% –38.0%

4.10% 10 EAFE 1,335.74 –6.34%–40.7% –41.9%

3.20% 10 Emerging Markets (EM) 605.84 –8.08%–51.4% –49.7%

4.70% 9 EUROPE 79.16 –5.99%–37.9% –40.1%

4.90% 9 EMU 155.34 –5.84%–44.5% –43.5%

4.50% 10 Europe ex-UK 85.95 –5.72%–38.4% –39.9%

6.30% 8 Europe Value 89.89 –6.44%–40.7% –43.9%

3.10% 12 Europe Growth 67.81 –5.54%–35.1% –36.1%

4.00% 10 Europe Small Cap 124.18 –5.36%–42.3% –46.6%

3.00% 7 EM Europe 203.65 –8.53%–57.7% –53.7%

5.20% 8 UK 1,300.07 –5.04%–32.3% –32.8%

4.40% 10 Nordic Countries 113.10 –5.78%–45.1% –49.7%

2.10% 6 Russia 480.58 –11.55% –68.0% –62.6%

4.00% 12 South Africa 536.68 –1.57%–24.7% –24.9%

4.00% 11 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 268.39 –8.99%–49.3% –49.8%

2.20% 14 Japan 564.10 –8.18%–40.0% –45.3%

2.80% 11 China 38.12 –10.65% –55.4% –56.9%

1.30% 14 India 442.95 –3.26%–48.2% –36.9%

2.20% 10 Korea 358.35 –5.25%–30.7% –32.4%

6.50% 10 Taiwan 200.62 –5.99%–39.9% –44.9%

2.30% 18 US BROAD MARKET 1,072.24 –1.24%–32.8% –35.3%

1.70% 36 US Small Cap 1,382.73 –1.99%–30.3% –34.0%

2.70% 11 EM LATIN AMERICA 2,125.94 –10.00% –51.7% –48.6%

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Follow the markets throughout the day, with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at
WSJ.com/Europe. Also, receive email alerts that summarize the day’s trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to WSJ.com/Online Today
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Thank you Deans Jain, Jacobs, Barr,

Donham, Davies, McDaniel, Vanderblue,

Fagg, Heilman, Swanson and Hotchkiss.

Thank you distinguished faculty.

Thank you staff.

Thank you donors.

Thank you corporate partners.

Thank you recruiters.

Thank you academic partners around the world.

Thank you families.

Thank you, especially, alumni and students.

When collaboration is at your core,
there’s only one thing to do

when you celebrate your Centennial...

THANK EVERYONE
WHO’S GOTTEN YOU THERE.

Together, you’ve made the Kellogg School of Management
a global leader in business education. And with
continued emphasis on intellectual depth, experiential
learning, global perspective, and leadership and social
responsibility – grounded in a culture of innovation
and collaboration – we’ll make an even bigger impact
over the next century.

centennial.kellogg.northwestern.edu
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KBL Key Major Em Mkts GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 416.43 –55.2 –52.7 –11.0
KBL Key NaturalRes EUR OT EQ LUX 10/06 EUR 402.28 –35.3 –35.1 NS
KBL Key NaturalRes USD OT EQ LUX 10/07 USD 405.16 –41.3 –39.3 NS

n LLOYD GEORGE MANAGEMENT (HK) LTD
Suite 3808, One Exchange Square, HK: Tel. 852 2845 4433 Fax. 852 2845 3911
LG Antenna GL EQ BMU 10/03 USD 41.64 –44.4 –40.8 –8.3
LG Asian Plus AS EQ CYM 10/03 USD 47.71 –44.1 –40.8 –3.6
LG Asian SmallerCo's AS EQ BMU 10/08 USD 58.89 –63.0 –64.8 –29.1
LG India EA EQ MUS 10/03 USD 44.47 –52.4 –42.0 –5.0
Siberian Investment Co EE EQ IRL 09/15 USD 35.18 –60.1 –55.2 –22.0

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 10/07 EUR 33.86 –53.7 –61.6 –23.0
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 10/08 EUR 25.24 –50.5 –54.2 –18.0

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Basteja Blvd. 14, Riga, LV-1050, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Caspian Sea Eq EU EQ LVA 10/07 EUR 4.03 –55.1 –55.9 NS
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 10/07 USD 12.21 –10.7 –9.0 –1.8
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 10/07 USD 12.95 –59.2 –53.6 –17.6
Parex Ukrainian Eq EU EQ LVA 10/07 EUR 3.69 –64.0 NS NS

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 10/08 USD 117.52 –50.2 –53.4 –11.7
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 10/08 USD 113.02 –50.6 –53.8 –12.5
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 10/07 USD 296.72 –10.8 –15.8 5.7
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 10/07 CHF 123.67 1.4 1.9 1.9
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 10/07 CHF 95.46 1.4 1.9 1.9
PF (LUX)-Cnt Eu Eq-I EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 141.45 –36.4 –39.8 –15.7
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 10/07 USD 79.39 –41.9 –39.6 –10.8
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 211.08 –58.9 –56.6 –23.9
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts LC-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/06 USD 118.62 –48.6 –48.0 –8.7
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/08 USD 340.51 –53.6 –53.6 –14.9
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 92.77 –32.0 –35.8 –14.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 370.99 2.7 2.3 0.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 291.34 2.7 2.3 0.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 124.34 –5.2 –5.9 –3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 90.64 –5.2 –5.9 –3.3
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 114.21 –20.3 –22.4 –11.2
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 73.86 –20.3 –22.4 –11.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 10/07 EUR 133.58 2.9 3.7 3.4
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 10/07 EUR 99.78 2.9 3.7 3.4
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 381.69 –37.4 –42.3 –17.6
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 122.21 –33.7 –39.5 –18.3
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 10/07 USD 187.75 –6.4 –3.9 1.4
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 10/07 USD 133.86 –6.4 –3.9 1.4
PF (LUX)-Gl Eq Sel-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 14.46 –40.5 –43.5 –18.2
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 10/06 USD 240.67 –43.8 –46.1 0.6
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 10/08 USD 223.03 –57.9 –49.3 –10.0
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 8657.42 –39.1 –45.7 –24.6
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 8047.32 –39.9 –49.3 –28.5
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 7866.37 –40.2 –49.7 –28.9
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 4170.11 –39.5 –47.9 –29.0
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 10/08 USD 172.36 –46.0 –48.2 –9.8
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 10/07 CHF 729.08 –14.2 –17.7 –6.9
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 51.51 –33.0 –39.5 –17.0
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca EE EQ LUX 10/07 USD 35.03 NS NS NS
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 71.78 –35.7 –40.4 NS
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 390.08 –36.8 –42.9 –15.6
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 10/07 USD 90.18 –29.9 –32.7 –10.6
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 10/07 USD 79.56 –31.4 –35.2 –13.0
PF (LUX)-USD Bds-Pca US BD LUX 10/07 USD 496.32 5.2 8.9 6.2
PF (LUX)-USD Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 10/07 USD 374.99 5.2 8.9 6.2
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 10/07 USD 129.51 1.9 2.9 3.8
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 10/07 USD 87.30 1.9 2.9 3.8

PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 112.15 –28.2 –29.9 –11.3
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 10/07 USD 151.64 3.0 7.3 6.6
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 10/07 USD 128.33 3.0 7.3 6.6
PTF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 59.30 NS NS NS

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Asia Ex-Japan Fund USD AS EQ IRL 05/20 USD 1.12 –93.7 –93.8 –72.2
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 10/08 USD 8.57 –40.8 –44.0 –18.2
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 10/09 USD 11.90 –29.3 –33.7 –18.5

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Columbus USD A GL EQ CYM 08/29 USD 91.52 –9.3 –6.8 NS
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 115.27 3.3 15.0 9.3
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 08/29 USD 12.17 –25.7 –10.6 12.4
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 08/29 USD 118.01 3.3 9.2 7.2
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 198.32 –3.3 –4.8 8.4
Gl Utilities Abs Rtn USD A OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 100.13 –16.6 –10.7 –1.9
Japan Abs Ret USD A AS EQ CYM 07/31 USD 141.61 –9.5 –17.9 –7.4
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 08/29 USD 13.89 1.9 2.4 16.3
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 08/29 USD 307.57 11.9 27.2 21.1
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 169.04 6.3 1.9 6.1

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: 521-3479 Fax: 521-3478 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 09/30 USD 92.47 NS –21.5 4.8

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 629.19 –36.1 –39.9 NS
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 725.81 NS NS NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1166.54 –6.6 –7.7 –4.7
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1236.21 –6.2 –7.1 –4.2
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 1024.90 –41.8 –48.5 –24.2
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 1089.80 –41.5 –48.1 –23.8
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 562.26 –41.3 –44.9 NS
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 802.15 –41.0 –44.5 –19.8
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1241.57 –4.0 –3.6 –1.6
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1308.18 –3.5 –2.9 –0.9
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1018.92 1.1 –0.7 –3.0
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1076.91 1.5 –0.1 –2.4
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 10/08 USD 823.87 –35.2 –43.2 –19.1
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 10/08 USD 843.13 –34.9 –42.8 –18.6
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 788.12 –32.8 –41.5 –20.3
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 10/08 GBP 74.71 –31.9 –40.5 –18.8
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1294.10 –13.4 –14.6 –5.2
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 10/08 EUR 1374.63 –13.0 –14.1 –4.6
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 10/08 JPY 10771.00 –42.1 –49.5 –27.4
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 10/08 JPY 11397.00 –41.8 –49.1 –26.9
Multi St Cash Plus EH-A GL EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 986.27 –2.5 –2.7 NS
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 10/08 USD 1393.29 –47.3 –49.3 –12.3
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 10/08 USD 1475.76 –47.1 –49.0 –11.8
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 821.15 –39.6 –43.2 –20.3
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 10/08 EUR 869.04 –39.4 –42.9 –19.8
US Equity A US EQ IRL 10/08 USD 739.19 –36.3 –38.8 –14.2
US Equity B US EQ IRL 10/08 USD 785.65 –36.0 –38.4 –13.7
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 10/08 USD 1119.27 –34.8 –39.9 –14.7
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 10/08 USD 1190.32 –34.5 –39.5 –14.2

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
SEB Fund 1
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 10/09 SEK 66.58 –42.9 –48.9 –23.8
Choice Japan Fd JP EQ LUX 10/09 JPY 47.62 –39.8 –47.3 –27.6
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 10/09 JPY 48.67 –45.6 –51.3 –27.7
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 10/09 USD 3.33 –36.2 –37.7 –15.1
Europe 2 Fd EU EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 0.83 –42.5 –46.5 –20.9
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 10/09 GBP 2.90 –38.4 –38.9 –14.3
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 0.53 –32.9 –39.1 –18.6
Global Fd GL EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.87 –36.6 –39.7 –14.3
Intl Mixed Fd -C- NO BA LUX 10/09 USD 24.07 –27.7 –29.2 –8.7
Intl Mixed Fd -D- NO BA LUX 10/09 USD 16.98 –27.8 –29.3 –7.5
Wireless Fd OT EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 0.11 –40.9 –46.1 –16.1

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 10/09 USD 4.69 –48.4 –51.5 –13.3
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 10/09 EUR 10.96 7.2 5.3 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 10/09 EUR 10.91 6.8 4.7 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 10/09 SEK 106.19 NS NS NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 10/09 SEK 105.29 NS NS NS
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 10/09 SEK 6.76 –28.5 –32.6 NS
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 61.16 –38.2 NS NS
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 10/09 NOK 63.48 NS NS NS
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 10/09 SEK 62.89 –36.8 NS NS

n SEB Fund 3
Choice Asia Eq. ex Japan Fd AS EQ LUX 10/09 USD 0.84 –48.3 –51.6 –11.7

Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.57 –35.1 –37.2 –15.6
Ethical Global Fd GL EQ LUX 10/09 USD 0.70 –36.2 –40.0 –15.2
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 10/09 SEK 30.01 –32.6 –40.6 –14.9
Europe Fd EU EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.90 –46.5 –47.8 –10.2
Global Equity Fd GL EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.21 –36.1 –39.3 –13.0
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 10/09 SEK 12.93 3.5 6.3 3.4
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 10/09 USD 2.95 –23.4 –23.3 –8.9
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 9.06 2.0 2.8 2.7
Technology Fd OT EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.77 –38.0 –39.7 –13.6
World Fd GL EQ LUX 10/09 USD 1.85 –31.1 –34.3 –5.4

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR EU MM LUX 10/09 EUR 1.26 1.3 1.6 2.2
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 21.30 1.6 2.3 2.5
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 10/09 USD 2.48 1.2 2.3 3.3

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 10.02 –1.9 –1.2 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 9.00 –1.9 –1.2 –0.1
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 25.12 –2.0 –1.3 –0.3
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 8.37 –2.0 –1.3 –0.3
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 10.72 2.1 2.9 2.8
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 10.06 2.1 2.9 2.8
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 20.99 2.0 2.8 2.7
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 10/09 SEK 8.73 2.0 2.8 2.7
Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 1.27 4.4 5.0 2.0
Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 0.51 4.4 5.0 2.0
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 39.27 4.0 4.8 2.7
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 11.78 2.8 3.6 2.1
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 10/09 EUR 1.07 –8.7 –9.5 –5.0
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 0.84 –8.7 –9.7 –5.3
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 10.92 –9.5 –9.7 –4.8
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 8.58 –9.3 –9.5 –4.7
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 10/08 EUR 98.23 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 10/09 EUR 96.99 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 101.39 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 936.36 NS NS NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 20.27 2.7 3.4 2.8
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 10/09 SEK 11.48 2.7 3.4 2.8

n SEB Global Hedge
Global Hedge I SEK -C- OT OT LUX 10/09 SEK 91.22 –14.1 –16.3 –5.7
Global Hedge I SEK -D- OT OT LUX 10/09 SEK 83.37 –16.6 –18.7 –7.1

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 10/08 USD 1.62 –51.3 –50.3 –9.9

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 10/09 SEK 17.99 –46.1 –52.2 –19.3
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 933.06 –45.1 –48.7 –22.7

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 10/08 USD 13.96 –57.8 –61.1 –5.4
Eq. Pacific A AS EQ LUX 10/08 USD 7.00 –49.5 –51.1 –8.3

n SGAM Fund
Bonds CHF A CH BD LUX 10/08 CHF 27.26 4.5 4.6 0.7
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 29.79 2.5 3.8 7.6
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 20.03 –8.8 –9.2 –5.0
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 10/07 EUR 16.39 –22.7 –24.4 –12.1
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 38.25 3.5 4.2 1.6
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 10/08 EUR 36.78 2.9 3.0 1.2
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 10/08 USD 22.40 –11.2 –9.3 –2.8
Bonds US OppsCoreplus A US BD LUX 10/08 USD 31.25 –0.7 2.0 3.0
Bonds World A GL BD LUX 10/08 USD 37.88 1.9 6.0 7.3
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 24.24 –39.9 –42.3 –21.1
Eq. Eastern Europe A EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 19.16 –56.5 –54.9 –23.0
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 10/08 USD 15.43 –38.7 –34.9 –2.8
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 10.58 –38.8 –41.3 –18.5
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 17.16 –40.8 –46.5 –22.4
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 15.34 –39.5 –40.2 –12.8
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 12.04 –35.3 –40.2 –22.9
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 6.83 –49.5 –48.9 –11.4
Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 22.92 –40.1 –42.6 –18.3
Eq. Global Technol A OT EQ LUX 10/08 USD 4.08 –42.5 –49.1 –22.4
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 10/07 USD 17.34 –42.1 –39.8 –11.8
Eq. Japan A JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 732.79 –44.7 –50.6 –29.9
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 804.61 –52.8 –57.5 –43.7
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 10/08 JPY 1419.49 –29.9 –37.3 –21.8
Eq. Switzerland A CH EQ LUX 04/17 CHF 36.35 –16.6 –21.3 –4.3
Eq. UK A UK EQ LUX 10/08 GBP 10.16 –40.4 –44.9 –22.2

Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 17.42 –35.1 –36.9 –14.5
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 12.45 –38.1 –39.7 –16.0
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 21.96 –43.9 –46.4 –14.6
Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 10/07 USD 18.52 –35.7 –38.7 –16.8
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 10/07 USD 18.64 –34.9 –40.3 –19.6
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 15.99 –35.9 –43.7 –20.8
Eq. US Value Opp A US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 15.85 –37.8 –43.5 –23.3
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 10/08 EUR 26.88 3.4 4.4 3.9
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 10/08 USD 15.66 2.3 3.4 4.2

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
Email: am@tni.ae Tel:+971 2 619 2300
MENA Real Estate Acc Fund OT EQ ARE 09/15 USD 10.83 –26.7 –3.6 4.4
UAE Blue Chip Fund Acc AS EQ ARE 09/25 AED 8.76 –24.8 3.1 1.3

n TRIGON CAPITAL
Phone +372 667 9208 Fax +372 667 9221 E-mail invest@trigon.ee Website www.trigoncapital.com

Central and Eastern European EUR EE EQ EST 10/09 EEK 136.53 –49.1 –54.8 –25.7
New Europe Small Cap EUR EE EQ EST 10/09 EEK 71.40 –48.8 –54.2 –24.3
Second Wave EUR EE EQ EST 10/09 EEK 131.28 –52.2 –55.6 –18.4

n YUKI MANAGEMENT & RESEARCH CO., LTD.
Tel: +81-3-5299-3277 www.yukijapan.co.jp
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 9001.00 –46.3 –54.8 –31.0
YMR-N Japan Fund JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 10182.00 –41.5 –51.6 –25.7
YMR-N Low Price Fund JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 12928.00 –43.4 –52.0 –28.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5777.00 –53.4 –61.2 –38.1
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 4862.00 –47.7 –54.7 –29.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro AS EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5172.00 –46.8 –55.4 –32.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 6852.00 –45.3 –52.2 –30.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 8633.00 –43.8 –54.1 –28.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 6426.00 –47.9 –56.1 –32.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 8383.00 –36.0 –46.4 –22.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap AS EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5436.00 –42.4 –50.2 NS
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 10786.00 –40.5 –47.5 –26.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 8298.00 –49.4 –56.0 –31.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5548.00 –56.2 –62.6 –37.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5531.00 –41.2 –48.6 –27.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 2496.00 –56.3 –64.1 –48.1

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 Excellent JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 4725.00 –46.6 –53.2 –30.4
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 6378.00 –44.5 –53.2 –29.1
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 6908.00 –43.7 –52.5 –30.1

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 6772.00 –41.8 –52.5 –29.5
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5503.00 –45.5 –51.7 –28.1
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5536.00 –36.3 –43.6 –23.1
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 7794.00 –40.2 –49.8 –24.4
Yuki Chugoku JpnPurGth JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 4996.00 –42.9 –52.9 –29.0

n Yuki Daishi Series
Yuki Daishi General JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 7303.00 –43.2 –52.3 –29.1

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 4931.00 –44.1 –52.4 –27.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 4714.00 –41.4 –50.8 –29.4
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5720.00 –32.2 –42.4 –22.2

n Yuki Nishi Nippon City Japan Series
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty General JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5257.00 –45.8 –54.4 –30.5
Yuki Nishi-Nippon Cty PurGthJp JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5100.00 –42.9 –50.8 NS

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 10/09 JPY 5550.00 –42.0 –55.6 –28.2
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n 788 ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD.
info@788am.com www.788am.com
788 China Fund Ltd OT OT CYM 09/30 USD 35.88 –88.1 –86.3 –46.7
788 China Smaller Cap OT OT CYM 09/30 USD 32.78 NS NS NS
788 Gl Asset Alloc. Fd OT OT CYM 09/30 USD 83.14 –42.1 –31.7 –15.5
788 Japan Fund Ltd OT OT CYM 09/30 USD 38.51 –68.9 –63.5 –41.5

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Global Inv I OT OT VGB 08/29 USD 48.85 –25.9 –18.6 –5.9

n ATLANTIC INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT - NEW YORK, NEW YORK
info@atlanticinvestment.net Tel: +1 212 484 5050
AJR International A US EQ VGB 10/03 USD 825.51 –22.1 –21.1 0.8
AJR International B US EQ VGB 10/03 USD 138.45 –22.1 –21.2 0.1
Cambrian Asia Ltd. AS EQ VGB 10/03 JPY 6192.00 –36.6 –35.2 NS
Cambrian Europe Ltd. EU EQ VGB 10/03 EUR 73.03 –30.2 –32.3 NS
Cambrian Fund Ltd. A US EQ VGB 10/03 USD 501.79 –41.8 –38.2 –10.7
Cambrian Fund Ltd. B US EQ VGB 10/03 USD 122.42 –41.8 –38.4 –11.5
Rodinia Fund Ltd US EQ VGB 10/03 USD 113.22 –21.5 –21.4 –5.8

n CAPITAL MANAGEMENT ADVISORS
Phone Number: +1 441 295 59 29
CMA Dynamic OT OT BHS 08/29 USD 1563.70 –4.1 –3.4 3.4
CMA MultHdge Arbtrge OT OT CYM 08/31 USD 1865.29 –3.4 –2.3 3.9
CMA MultHdge Balncd OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 1349.81 –3.6 –2.1 3.0
CMA MultHdge Growth OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 1970.12 –0.2 0.7 4.9
CMA MultiHdge Lvrgd OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 1324.29 –7.3 –8.4 3.2

n CARLO SCEVOLA & PARTNERS
Tel +44 (0) 20 7419 5671
www.rescgf.com
Resolute Capital Gth Fd OT OT VGB 09/30 USD 1232.97 9.7 14.5 11.0

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 08/29 EUR 121.66 –6.1 NS NS
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 08/29 EUR 1246.48 –9.0 NS NS

n HARMONY CAPITAL
email: info@harmonycapitalfund.com
Harmony Cap Ltd A USD OT OT BMU 09/30 USD 2080.57 –10.9 –11.7 –0.3
Harmony Cap Ltd B EUR OT OT BMU 09/30 EUR 2012.85 –10.3 –11.1 –0.9
Harmony Cap Ltd D USD OT OT BMU 09/30 USD 1193.39 –11.2 –12.1 –0.8
Harmony Cap Ltd E EUR OT OT BMU 09/30 USD 1159.72 –10.5 –11.4 –1.3
Harmony Cap Ltd F GBP OT OT BMU 09/30 GBP 1012.00 –9.9 –10.4 0.2

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 10/03 USD 848.20 –52.4 –46.7 NS

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 08/29 EUR 186.81 0.8 24.2 NS
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 08/29 USD 192.50 0.5 24.7 NS
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 08/29 EUR 205.28 14.3 25.6 24.4
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 08/29 USD 214.34 14.1 25.7 25.6
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 08/29 USD 409.03 9.0 21.2 27.3
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 08/29 USD 409.03 9.0 21.2 27.3

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
HSBC Absolute Companies
Euro Absolute OT OT GGY 08/29 GBP 1.53 –5.7 –4.7 2.8
Euro Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 08/29 EUR 2.15 –6.3 –5.4 1.1
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 08/29 GBP 1.08 –3.5 0.1 6.1
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 08/29 USD 2.00 –4.7 1.4 5.9

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 107.04 –4.4 0.7 NS
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 100.53 –3.9 1.6 NS
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 109.69 –4.0 1.9 NS
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 108.44 –4.4 1.2 NS

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 137.62 –2.8 3.9 8.9
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 CHF 117.21 –4.4 0.3 4.5
GH Fund EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 127.69 –3.3 2.3 6.5
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V II) OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 113.35 –3.2 2.3 6.5
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 127.69 –3.3 2.3 6.5
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 GBP 139.76 –2.4 4.0 8.3
GH Fund Inst EUR OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 97.98 NS NS NS
GH Fund Inst JPY OT OT JEY 08/29 JPY 9643.52 –5.0 –0.2 NS
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 113.92 –3.0 3.3 8.4
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 133.51 –2.3 3.6 7.8
GH FUND S GBP OT OT CYM 08/29 GBP 138.36 –1.8 4.9 9.3
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 152.09 –2.6 3.9 9.0
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 08/29 USD 282.16 –3.5 2.6 7.7
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 142.53 –2.9 3.0 7.8
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 08/29 USD 137.26 –10.0 –0.7 8.5

MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 CHF 107.57 –5.7 –4.6 0.6
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 116.21 –4.4 –2.7 2.4
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 08/29 GBP 126.44 –3.8 –1.6 3.5
MultiAdv Arb Inst USD OT OT CYM 06/30 USD 98.01 –0.8 NS NS
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 122.55 –3.8 –1.6 3.7
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 08/29 GBP 128.91 –3.0 –0.3 5.2
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 08/29 USD 135.52 –4.2 –1.7 4.7
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 08/29 USD 212.06 –5.0 –2.9 3.3

n HSBC Uni-folio
Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 124.20 –6.8 –2.3 3.4
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 103.08 –13.1 –5.5 NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 184.79 –13.5 –5.3 7.7
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 176.63 –14.6 –5.1 6.7
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 102.09 –14.4 –5.8 NS
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 08/29 EUR 133.01 –6.7 –5.5 2.1
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 138.64 –7.2 –5.6 2.9
Japan AdvantEdge JPY OT OT JEY 08/29 JPY 8537.03 –9.1 –8.7 –9.3
Japan AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 99.02 –7.8 –5.9 –5.4
Lvgd Alpha AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 122.02 –15.9 –9.5 0.7
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 08/29 USD 141.03 4.8 21.6 16.2
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 08/29 EUR 127.62 4.5 20.2 14.6
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 08/29 GBP 133.66 6.2 22.9 16.7
US AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 08/29 USD 123.37 –2.4 2.4 5.2

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 10/02 EUR 247.76 –2.6 –2.3 2.4
Integrated Dir Trading EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 106.96 4.4 15.7 9.4
Integrated Emg Markets EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 89.90 –14.4 –10.7 –0.6
Integrated European EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 154.66 4.1 4.1 4.9
Integrated Event Driven EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 100.27 –6.5 –3.3 5.2
Integrated Lg/Sh Sel F EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 93.70 –6.3 –3.6 4.8
Integrated MultSt B EUR OT OT VGB 08/29 EUR 133.88 –4.1 0.3 3.6
Integrated Relative Value EUR OT OT CYM 08/29 EUR 99.37 –1.1 0.2 3.8

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 2078.83 –5.7 –2.3 5.6
KBL SPOP Investing OT OT LUX 08/31 USD 2005.77 –6.0 –2.2 6.6
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 08/31 USD 543.52 –17.9 –10.0 NS
KBL SPOP Long/Short Eq OT OT LUX 08/31 EUR 536.69 –17.5 –10.0 NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 09/26 USD 422.86 –49.2 –47.3 –26.8

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 09/26 USD 852.53 –52.9 –45.6 –13.5
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 10/01 EUR 101.47 –9.5 –10.1 –0.9
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 10/06 EUR 85.43 5.3 –6.2 –7.2

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 08/29 USD 1396.95 –5.8 –0.5 5.8

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 10/07 USD 65.56 37.7 70.2 26.3
Superfund GCT USD* GL EQ LUX 10/07 USD 3170.00 30.7 50.0 18.2
Superfund Gold A (SPC) GL OT CYM 10/07 USD 1009.00 14.8 48.0 29.8
Superfund Gold B (SPC) GL OT CYM 10/07 USD 1087.60 16.2 56.3 33.9
Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 10/07 EUR 7785.00 20.4 31.9 14.8

n WEAVERING CAPITAL
www.weaveringcapital.com chas.dabhia@weaveringcapital.com T:+44(0)2073554720
Weavering Macro F.I. Fd GL OT CYM 09/30 USD 178.17 8.1 12.5 13.5

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR GL OT VGB 09/30 EUR 1238.56 –1.0 4.1 9.1
Winton Evolution GBP GL OT VGB 09/30 GBP 1214.27 –0.5 5.1 10.3
Winton Evolution JPY GL OT VGB 09/30 JPY 109745.75 –4.5 –0.3 5.3
Winton Evolution USD GL OT CYM 09/30 USD 1206.55 –1.6 3.6 9.6
Winton Futures EUR GL OT VGB 09/30 EUR 185.04 9.0 14.5 16.3
Winton Futures GBP GL OT VGB 09/30 GBP 198.47 10.1 16.1 17.9
Winton Futures JPY Lead Series 2 GL OT VGB 09/30 JPY 13541.20 7.6 12.1 14.0
Winton Futures USD GL OT VGB 09/30 USD 659.57 8.8 14.5 17.2

n ZULAUF EUROPE FUNDS
Phone: +353 1436 7200 Fax: +353 1672 5361 www.zulaufeurope.ky
Zulauf Europe Fd EUR OT OT CYM 10/03 EUR 140.56 –0.7 8.4 3.0
Zulauf Europe Fd LP OT OT CYM 03/31 USD 173.04 1.2 12.5 6.3
Zulauf Europe Fd USD OT OT CYM 10/03 USD 294.98 –1.6 7.7 4.3

NAV % RETURN
FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de
ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 09/30 USD 1454.02 NS –4.6 –9.1 –6.2 2.4

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.WSJ.com ] Advertisement

INDICES
12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month
periods pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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I
NBEV SA named AmBev
Chief Executive Luiz
Fernando Edmond, left,

to lead North American oper-
ations after the Belgian
brewer’s $52 billion merger
with Anheuser-Busch Cos.

David A. Peacock, now
Anheuser-Busch’s vice presi-
dent of marketing, will be-
come president of Anheuser-
Busch and manage all U.S.
operations of the combined

company, including the brand management of Bud-
weiser. Both men will be based in St. Louis, which
will be the North American headquarters of the com-
bined company. Anheuser-Busch’s shareholders are
to vote on the merger Nov. 12; InBev’s shareholders
have approved the deal.

InBev chooses Edmond
as North American head

T
HE U.K. government
Thursday gave permis-
sion to increase the

number of flights to and
from London’s Stansted Air-
port as well as the maxi-
mum number of passengers
allowed to use the airport
every year.

The move will allow Stan-
sted to serve up to 35 million
passengers a year, up from
25 million currently, and

raises the number of flights to and from the airport
to 264,000 from 241,000. Following competition con-
cerns, airport operator BAA, the owner of Stansted
and a unit of Spain’s Grupo Ferrovial SA, put Gatwick
Airport up for sale last month. It also owns London’s
biggest airport, Heathrow. —Kaveri Niththyananthan
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T
HE EUROPEAN
Commission
said it is look-

ing at MasterCard’s
new fee structure to
see whether it in-
fringes an earlier Eu-
ropean antitrust deci-
sion.

This month, Mas-
terCard raised the “scheme fees” it charges banks
that process retailers’ credit-card payments. Retail-
ers argue this amounts to the same thing as the inter-
change fee—a charge passed from a merchant’s bank
to the credit-card holder’s bank. The commission had
ruled last December that MasterCard’s cross-border
interchange fees inflated costs for retailers and had
to be changed within six months. MasterCard said it
doesn’t comment on pricing.  —Peppi Kiviniemi

More flights are cleared
for London’s Stansted
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7
BREWING

Retailers brace for lean holidays in the U.S.
Stronger chains vie
to bring in shoppers;
store closings on rise

7
AIRPORTS

7
CREDIT CARDS

CORPORATE NEWS

By Miguel Bustillo

And Ann Zimmerman

F ORGET CHARLES DICKENS.
For America’s retailers, it’s
looking more like a Charles

Darwin Christmas.
On Wednesday and Thursday,

many major store chains reported
ominous declines in their Septem-
ber sales, signaling a worsening out-
look for what already was expected
to be the gloomiest holiday shop-
ping season in nearly two decades.

Sharply falling sales forced sev-
eral national retailers in the U.S., in-
cluding Target Corp., Nordstrom
Inc. and J.C. Penney Co., to lower
profit forecasts for the fiscal third
quarter ending in October. Some
chains are stepping up store clo-
sures in an effort to bolster their bot-
tom lines by abandoning weaker-
performing locations.

Monthly retail-sales figures are
a critical barometer of how Ameri-
cans are spending—or not spending—
and the September numbers show a
nation paring back in the face of eco-
nomic uncertainty, fleeing extrava-
gance in favor of low-priced basics.
Discretionary spending is drying up
as Americans grapple with higher

food and energy prices, depressed
home values and diminished retire-
ment accounts.

Last month’s sales declines came
as Americans were being bom-
barded with news of bank collapses,
steep stock-market selloffs and gov-
ernment efforts to limit the dam-
age. The impact was particularly se-
vere at department stores. Sales at
stores open a year or more were
down 12% from a year earlier at J.C.
Penney and Dillard’s Inc. and fell
9.6% at Nordstrom. According to
Thomson Reuters, retail sales, ex-
cluding Wal-Mart Stores Inc., rose a
paltry 0.4% last month.

In the bleak climate, stronger re-
tailers are seizing the chance to
squeeze weaker rivals. Kohl’s Corp.
has said it hopes to grab more mar-
ket share; Though its September
sales were down 5.5%, the retailer
did slightly better than analysts had
expected.

Eduardo Castro-Wright, presi-
dent of Wal-Mart’s U.S. operations,
said his company is well-positioned
to boost its already huge share of
U.S. sales during the holiday season.
The store has been ramping up price
rollbacks and other promotions.

Wal-Mart fired an opening salvo
in what could be a toy-price war this
fall, slashing prices on 10 top toys by
as much as 40% last week in a move
rivals are scrambling to counter.

Electronics retailer Best Buy Co.
has been gaining market share all
year against competitors such as
Circuit City Stores Inc. and Ra-
dioShack Corp. One strategy some
rivals have had trouble matching:
no-interest financing on big-ticket
items, such as home-theater sys-
tems, that cost a total of $999 or
more.

Burt P. Flickinger III, managing
director of Strategic Resource
Group, a retail consulting firm, said
he expects 1,000 to 1,500 stores to
close in the two months following
Christmas, up sharply from an ear-
lier prediction of 200 to 300 stores.

The International Council of
Shopping Centers expects a total of
144,000 stores—or 36,000 a quar-
ter—to close in 2008, an increase of
7% from last year. Though closings
will be partially offset by new-store
openings, many chains, from Office
Depot Inc. to Kohl’s, have signifi-

cantly ratcheted back store growth
this year.

Mr. Flickinger said his new esti-
mates reflect growing concern over
retailers’ reliance on store credit-
card promotions, deferred payments
on flat-panel television sets and other
financing gimmicks that threaten to
end amid the credit crunch.

These days, by contrast, anxious
consumers are a big part of the
problem.

John Hernandez, a Houston con-
tractor, says the economy is forcing
him to make hard choices, and he
doesn’t see things getting better
anytime soon. He finds it hard to af-
ford the $300 monthly fees for his
5-year-old daughter’s private Catho-
lic school. He has been packing her
lunch at home, instead of paying the
school an extra $5 a day.

“Everything is getting really ex-
pensive, and my wallet is only get-
ting smaller because, jobwise,
things are slow,” he said as he left a
Target store. “I just spent $25 on a
lunchbox. That’s my whole week’s
spending right there.”

An analysis of credit-card trans-
actions released this week by Mas-
terCard Advisors found that Ameri-
can shoppers spent less in every cat-
egory in September than they did a
year earlier: 4.9% less on hotels,
5.5% less on apparel, 13.3% less on
furniture, and 13.8% less on electron-
ics and appliances.

Apparel chains fared especially
poorly in September. Gap Inc. re-
ported an 11% drop in September
same-store sales. The company’s
Banana Republic chain managed to
beat projections with a decline of
4%, compared with a projected
double-digit drop, and its name-
sake chain also performed better
than expected. But Old Navy
turned in a 24% decline, more than
double the drop analysts had pre-
dicted.

Consumer spending continues to
shift toward discounters, but even
there results are spotty. Wal-Mart
Stores said that company-wide its
sales grew just 2.4% last month,
within the retailer’s own forecast,
but slightly below analysts’ expecta-

tions. At Target, sales fell 3%—twice
the expected decline.

Off-price retailer TJX Cos.,
which was expected to turn in a 0.5%
rise amid shoppers’ movement to-
ward discount retailers, missed ex-
pectations. TJX reported a 1% drop
and lowered its third-quarter and
fiscal-year guidance.

TJX now expects quarterly earn-
ings of 55 cents to 58 cents a share,
four cents lower than its prior view.
It also shaved its August-boosted
outlook for the year by four cents to
$2.15 to $2.20.

Some experts hold out hope that
the dismal September sales may not
be the harbinger of doom that so
many in the industry fear.

Cash-strapped consumers may
be saving for the holidays, they say,
and consumer confidence could im-
prove quickly if the public becomes
convinced that the worst of the
bleeding on Wall Street is over.

“Obviously, it was a difficult
month,” said Myron E. “Mike” Ull-
man III, Penney’s chief executive.
“But the holidays are coming up,
and those are times when the mall
tends to overperform. We’re not
ready to give up.”

In the bargain-shopping market,
sales continued to show strength
last month. Warehouse chains BJ’s
Wholesale Club Inc. and Costco
Wholesale Corp, posted sales of
5.6% and 6%, respectively, excluding
fuel. Costco also reported a nearly
7% rise in quarterly earnings.

Before same-store sales num-
bers were released Wednesday,
Goldman Sachs retail analyst Adri-
anne Shapira already had cut 2008
earnings estimates by an average
3% on 12 of the 23 companies she
covers, including Penney, Saks Inc.
and Target.

Charles Grom, an analyst with
J.P. Morgan Securities, says he was
struck by the broad swath of retail-
ers affected by the downturn, includ-
ing discounters. “It was even worse
than my worst fears,” Mr. Grom
said.

“I don’t think there’s any place
for retailers to hide. Even the
former safe havens of Wal-Mart and
Costco are having a harder time,” he
added.
 —Cheryl Lu-Lien Tan

contributed to this article.

Total September sales Comparable stores*

Discounters in millions Change from year ago Change from year ago

Wal-Mart $36,229.0 +5.8% +2.4%
Costco 6,670.0 +10.0 +6.0
Target 5,320.0 +2.5 –3.0

Department Stores

J.C. Penney $1,446.0  –11.0% –12.0%
Kohl's 1,335.8 +0.6 –5.5
Nordstrom 718.0 –5.8 –9.6
Dillard’s 568.5 –12.0 –12.0
Neiman Marcus 415.0 –11.0 –13.0
Saks 273.2 –11.0 –11.0

Teen Apparel

American Eagle Outfitters $229.2 +2.9% –6.0%
Pacific Sunwear of California 91.2 +4.1 –5.0

*Comparable sales for U.S. stores only, excluding fuel sales

Sources: the companies; WSJ Market Data Group (share prices)

Sales slump U.S. retail sales for September
Associated Press

MasterCard fee structure
comes under new scrutiny
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Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 10/08 USD 7.41 –14.3 –15.9 –7.0
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 10/08 USD 9.52 –14.3 –15.9 –7.0
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 10/08 USD 7.41 –13.7 –15.1 –6.0

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 10/07 GBP 6.79 –28.3 –29.6 –12.0
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 10/07 EUR 6.45 –32.6 –34.7 –14.7
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 10/07 USD 11.75 –44.7 –44.6 –7.6
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 10/07 EUR 12.61 –28.6 –26.9 –9.6
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 10/07 USD 14.30 –29.6 –29.9 –10.5
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 10/07 EUR 7.43 –33.0 –34.8 –14.4
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 10/07 EUR 9.34 –33.5 –36.1 –16.7
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 10/07 JPY 492.56 –36.2 –43.6 –22.1
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 10/08 USD 8.72 –18.6 –19.4 –7.2
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 10/08 USD 10.36 –8.5 –8.6 –3.0
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 10/08 EUR 9.48 –14.1 –15.2 –8.2
Andorfons EU BD AND 10/08 EUR 12.85 –16.0 –17.9 –10.0
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 07/31 EUR 112.49 –3.1 –2.6 2.3
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 10/07 EUR 9.02 –22.2 –23.6 –11.1
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 10/07 EUR 9.32 –29.3 –30.3 –13.4

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 10/03 USD 183981.50 –29.5 –31.4 –4.8

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P EU BA LUX 10/09 EUR 10.22 0.5 0.3 2.1
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 186.57 –26.1 –24.2 –6.7
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 10/09 EUR 160.41 –21.5 –19.4 –4.7
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 183.85 –22.9 –24.2 –4.9
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 123.91 –33.9 –33.7 –9.8
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 10/09 EUR 117.99 –3.3 –3.5 –0.6
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 95.15 –47.4 –50.5 –2.5
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 10/09 EUR 93.20 –48.5 –51.5 –3.5
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 14.81 –23.2 –21.5 –4.4
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 13.17 –38.7 –40.3 –8.3

n EAST CAPITAL

n WEBSITE: www.eastcapital.com
Ph: +46 (0) 8 505 88 505, Fax: +46 (0)8 505 88 508
(Lux) E Eur ConvgnceEUR EE EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 53.24 –51.5 –54.7 NS
(Lux) E Eur ConvgnceUSD EE EQ LUX 10/08 USD 55.94 –54.7 –55.8 NS
(Lux) Russian EUR EE EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 51.75 –54.5 –52.7 NS
(Lux) Russian USD EE EQ LUX 10/07 USD 54.23 –57.7 –54.3 NS
Balkan Fund EE EQ SWE 10/08 SEK 14.78 –55.7 –57.2 –17.6
Baltic Fund EE EQ SWE 10/08 SEK 43.67 –40.7 –45.8 –16.2

Eastern European Fund EU EQ SWE 10/07 SEK 28.52 –47.9 –46.7 –14.1
Russian Fund EE EQ SWE 10/07 SEK 835.28 –52.2 –48.6 –16.9
Turkish Fund EE EQ SWE 10/08 SEK 5.40 –52.9 –53.2 –14.5

n HERITAGE FUND MANAGEMENT
info@heritagefunds.ch www.heritagefunds.ch
HF-China Abs Ret OT OT CHE 10/02 CHF 81.94 –45.7 –45.5 –9.5
HF-World Bds Abs Ret OT OT CHE 10/02 USD 84.96 –6.9 –1.8 –0.6

n HERMES FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (EGYPT) LIMITED, AMSALES@EFG-HERMES.COM
Tel: 9714 363 4041 *Middle East & Developing Africa Fund
EFG-Hermes Egypt GL EQ BMU 08/31 USD 51.70 –19.6 1.5 21.8
EFG-Hermes MEDA* GL EQ BMU 08/31 USD 33.67 –7.0 17.9 22.4
EFG-Hermes Saudi Arabia Equity EA EQ SAU 09/30 SAR 7.66 NS NS NS
EFG-Hermes Telecom OT EQ BMU 08/31 USD 31.61 –17.5 –8.7 12.0

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 10/07 USD 267.13 –14.3 –12.9 –2.9
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 10/07 USD 150.70 –44.3 –44.5 –8.5
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 10/08 EUR 87.12 –40.4 –44.7 –20.5
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 10/07 USD 167.68 –40.9 –43.5 –14.7
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 10/07 USD 167.12 –38.8 –43.7 –17.0
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 10/08 USD 132.16 –9.9 –8.0 –2.1
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 10/07 USD 107.33 –39.1 –41.0 –5.8
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 10/08 USD 110.63 –35.2 –38.7 –15.7
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 10/08 USD 146.84 –36.5 –43.3 –19.5

n KREDIETBANK LUXEMBOURG
www.kbl.lu Fax : +352 47 97 73 911
DSF 25/75 EU BA LUX 10/07 EUR 311.22 –13.7 –14.7 –6.5
DSF 50/50 EU BA LUX 10/07 EUR 236.37 –20.4 –22.6 –9.9
DSF 75/25 EU BA LUX 10/07 EUR 184.15 –26.7 –29.9 –13.9
KBC Eq (L) Europe EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 485.25 –36.1 –40.3 –18.5
KBC Eq (L) Japan JP EQ LUX 10/07 JPY 19313.00 –34.6 –42.8 –23.9
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer EUR US EQ LUX 10/08 EUR 508.97 –33.9 –37.0 –15.0
KBC Eq (L) NthAmer USD US EQ LUX 10/08 USD 721.18 –33.8 –36.5 –13.5
KBL Key America EUR US EQ LUX 10/06 EUR 378.52 –35.2 –37.4 –13.3
KBL Key America USD US EQ LUX 10/06 USD 391.24 –35.2 –37.0 –11.8
KBL Key East Europe EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 1653.45 –51.3 –49.8 –19.3
KBL Key Eur Sm Cie EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 814.21 –40.6 –46.6 –20.1
KBL Key Europe EU EQ LUX 10/07 EUR 571.02 –35.3 –39.3 –17.2
KBL Key Far East AS EQ LUX 10/07 USD 1034.22 –45.9 –48.4 –11.0
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Lawyer at center of storm
Cohen clients include
Wachovia, Barclays,
Lehman and Fannie

For information about listing your funds, please contact: Peter Jennings, tel: +44-20-7842-9674; email: peter.jennings@dowjones.com or Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com
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By Matthew Karnitschnig

And David Enrich

When Wachovia Corp. ditched its
merger deal with Citigroup Inc. for a
rival bid from Wells Fargo & Co. last
week, it stunned many Wall Street-
ers. But some weren’t surprised to
learn that H. Rodgin “Rodge” Cohen,
was in the middle of the maelstrom.

With virtually all of Wall Street as
his client, the 64-year-old chairman
of law firm Sullivan & Cromwell has

solidified his role as
one of the most in-
fluential private-
sector players in
the financial crisis.

Over the past five weeks alone, Mr.
Cohen and his team have advised Fan-
nie Mae, Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc., Wachovia, Barclays PLC, Ameri-
can International Group Inc., J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co. and Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. in a blitz of merg-
ers, rescues and cash infusions.

Mr. Cohen comfortably straddles
different realms. He harbors fascina-

tion for both obscure banking regula-
tions and pop star Sheryl Crow. And
he can summon his folksy West Vir-
ginia roots when quietly lecturing
Wall Street’s titans. Colleagues say
this has served him well in his role as
intermediary between the clashing
worlds of Wall Street and Washing-
ton.

“I don’t think you can replace judg-
ment and experience, and he has
both in great quantities,” says J.P.
Morgan Chief Executive James Di-
mon. Mr. Cohen recently advised the
bank on its $1.9 billion purchase of
Washington Mutual Inc.’s banking
business from the U.S. government.
Just months earlier, Mr. Cohen was
across the table from Mr. Dimon rep-
resenting Bear Stearns Cos. in its sale
to J.P. Morgan.

Mr. Cohen also is in demand be-
cause he helped mold the financial
system that is now under assault. He
helped draft the rules that led to the
emergence of powerful national
banks, waged the first hostile bank
takeover in the U.S. and lobbied, in
the early 1990s, to expand the Fed-
eral Reserve’s power to provide the
emergency loans now being em-
ployed by the government.

But Mr. Cohen’s immersion in the
banking system also has at times put
him in a difficult position. As he

jumps from one client to the next, it is
sometimes hard to tell whom he may
be representing at a given moment.

In mid-September, Mr. Cohen rep-
resented Wachovia in its preliminary
merger talks with Morgan Stanley.
Several days later, after those talks
faltered, he advised Japanese bank
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group as it
negotiated a 21% stake in Morgan
Stanley.

Mr. Cohen was counseling Leh-
man Brothers until it sought bank-
ruptcy protection Sept. 15, and then
pivoted to represent Barclays, which
ended up buying the failed invest-
ment bank’s U.S. operations. Late last
month, as banks and private-equity
firms rushed to examine WaMu’s
books, Mr. Cohen had to choose
among four clients that wanted to
hire him before settling on J.P. Mor-
gan.

“Sometimes you just have to
pass” on assignments, he says. Mr. Co-
hen says most of his clients have “ex-
traordinary understanding of the cir-
cumstances.”

Indeed, he says the current crisis
differed from his past experiences in
a fundamental way: “This is all com-
ing at once.”

The recent troubles—which Mr.
Cohen describes as his “five weeks in
hell”—started when his phone rang

around 11 a.m. Sept. 5. Fannie Mae
needed Mr. Cohen in Washington for
emergency meetings about its future
with government officials including
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Ber-
nanke and Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson. Within days, Mr. Cohen had
helped broker the deal that put Fan-
nie and Freddie into conservator-
ship.

Though he says he didn’t realize it
at the time, the resolution of that cri-
sis was only the beginning. Over the
next month, he faced the collapse of
Lehman, the bailout of AIG, Gold-
man’s conversion to a commercial
bank, the failure and subsequent sale
of WaMu and the continuing contest
for Wachovia.

Sitting this week in his cluttered

30th-floor office overlooking New
York Harbor, Mr. Cohen doesn’t hesi-
tate when asked to identify the low-
est point of the crisis: Lehman’s bank-
ruptcy-protection filing. On Sept. 14,
Mr. Cohen stood with Lehman Presi-
dent Herbert H. “Bart” McDade in the
hallway outside a conference room at
the New York Fed’s bastion in down-
town Manhattan. That afternoon, of-
ficials emerged with news that the
government wouldn’t rescue Leh-
man.

Mr. Cohen, who days earlier had
shepherded Lehman through negotia-
tions with two potential saviors, was
crestfallen. “To an extent, you feel
you have failed,” Mr. Cohen says.
 —Robin Sidel

contributed to this article.

For Mr. Mack, toughest sell yet
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John Mack is fighting for Morgan Stanley’s life (above, at a luncheon in 2007).

THE INTERNATIONAL INVESTOR

DEALS &
DEAL MAKERS

For Rodge Cohen of Sullivan &
Cromwell, it was “five weeks in hell.”

By Aaron Lucchetti

John Mack made his name at Mor-
gan Stanley as a hard-charging bond
salesman and aggressive deal maker.

Now those skills are being put to
the ultimate test as Mr. Mack, who
took over as chief executive of the
Wall Street firm in 2005, tries to per-
suade shareholders, trading part-
ners and employees not to believe
the latest round of doom scenarios
swirling around the firm.

“This is a tense time,” the 63-year-
old Mr. Mack told employees in Lon-
don on Wednesday, according to a
person who watched the one-hour
meeting on an internal Web site.
“People are anxious, but you’ve got
to stay close to your clients and be
the calm voice on the other end of the
phone.”

Morgan Stanley’s stock price was
down 15% to $14.25 near midday
Thursday on the New York Stock Ex-
change, leaving its shares down 73%
this year as dread about the credit cri-
sis and future of Wall Street turned
to panic. The closing price Wednes-

day at $16.80 was the lowest in 10
years.

Mr. Mack has been scrambling to
quash rumors and dispel doubts
even as he grapples with how to re-
tool Morgan Stanley for life without
the heavily leveraged balance sheet
that has come back to haunt the firm.

When speculation spread Tues-
day that Japanese bank Mitsubishi
UFJ Financial Group might back out
of its commitment to make a $9 bil-
lion investment in Morgan Stanley,
Mr. Mack jumped on the phone, tell-
ing clients the deal was on course, ac-
cording to people familiar with the
matter. A memo sent to the New York
company’s 46,000 employees de-
cried “the extreme volatility” of “a ru-
mor-a-minute environment.”

MUFG issued a separate denial, re-
iterating that the deal is expected to
close Tuesday.

Mr. Mack and other Morgan Stan-
ley executives are eager for the trans-
action to be completed, since the
stake will bolster the firm’s balance
sheet and deepen its relationship
with a large commercial bank. Now

that Morgan Stanley has morphed
into a bank holding company, it could
benefit from close ties with MUFG,
traditionally one of Japan’s most con-
servative banks.

Morgan Stanley plans to ramp up
discussions on a number of possible
joint initiatives with MUFG, includ-
ing cross-selling financial products
and combining Morgan Stanley’s Ja-
pan office with the securities opera-
tion of MUFG. The Japanese bank
might also provide Morgan Stanley
with a new credit facility and help
the firm in its push to build deposit
assets in the U.S., people familiar
with the matter said.

At his London meeting Wednes-
day, one employee asked Mr. Mack
about the surging cost in recent
weeks to protect against a Morgan
Stanley default. He told the crowd
that it was a “temporary” phenome-
non that should dissipate once credit
markets return to more normal condi-
tions.

Mr. Mack added that some trad-
ers have been buying default protec-
tion as another way to bet against

the company’s prospects, while a
temporary ban has been in place for
betting against the decline of finan-
cial companies’ stocks. That ban,
which Mr. Mack pushed for before it
was enacted Sept. 19, was expected
to be lifted Thursday.

Morgan Stanley is well-capital-
ized enough to fund itself through
the third quarter of 2009 without

raising new long-term debt, Bern-
stein Research analyst Brad Hintz
said in a recent report. For now
though, the debt-issuance market is
effectively “closed to the company,”
he added. Glenn Schorr, an analyst
with UBS, said the company’s posi-
tion would improve if it is able to
agree to a “sizable” credit facility
from Mitsubishi UFJ.
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Wal-Mart triggers a war among toy sellers
Arsenal includes
a $10 price point
on well-known items

Vodafone in Vodacom deal

By Alex MacDonald

And Geraldine Amiel

ArcelorMittal, the world’s larg-
est steel producer by volume, Thurs-
day confirmed its forecast for the
third quarter and the second half of
the year despite a global economic
slowdown that has cur-
tailed steel demand from
key automotive, appliance
and construction sectors.

“Despite the current fi-
nancial crisis, the Chinese
economic slowdown and
the strong [sell-down of
steel inventories] taking
place on steel markets, we
are pleased to expect profit-
ability improvement in the
second half of this year,” Ar-
celorMittal Chairman and
Chief Executive Lakshmi Mittal said
in a statement.

ArcelorMittal said it still expects
earnings before interest, taxes, de-

preciation and amortization, or
Ebitda, “in excess” of $8.5 billion in
the third quarter, compared with
$4.9 billion a year ago. The com-
pany also expects Ebitda as well as
cash flow for the second half of this
year to rise from the first half.

The upbeat outlook provided
some relief for the compa-
ny’s share price. The shares
rose 9.1%, to Œ25.10 ($34.30)
on the Paris Stock Ex-
change. The stock has fallen
62% since its June 6 peak of
Œ65.19 on concerns about a
global recession.

Spot steel prices hit a
record over the summer but
have since fallen back be-
cause of the global economic
slowdown, spurring ana-
lysts to cut their projections

of steelmakers’ earnings. The U.S., Eu-
ropean Union and even China, the
world’s largest steel consumer, have
reported declines in automotive, appli-

ance and construction-related sales.
Still, ArcelorMittal expects to

generate strong profit in the third
quarter thanks to higher prices and
volumes. Steel prices in markets
such as U.S. and Europe have re-
mained relatively strong. Steelmak-
ers in those regions had to make up
for a shortfall in imports from
emerging markets.

The Luxembourg-based company
generated record earnings in the
first half by passing on rising raw-ma-
terials costs to customers amid a glo-
bal constraint in steel supplies and
strong demand for steel products,
particularly in emerging markets.

Last month, ArcelorMittal said it
planned to cut production by as
much as 15% to support prices. Arce-
lorMittal is more exposed than
other steelmakers to weakening
steel prices because it sells 80% of
its steel on the spot market rather
than fixed contracts, in which it can
lock in the price.

ArcelorMittal sticks to its forecast

LVMH’s sales growth is slowing

By Miguel Bustillo

And Ann Zimmerman

Retail price wars are starting
early in the U.S. this year, and the lat-
est weapon is the $10 toy—as retail-
ers brace for a rough-and-tumble
Christmas shopping season.

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., which ac-
counts for more than a fourth of U.S.
toy sales, last week sent a clear mes-
sage that it didn’t plan to be under-
sold when it announced 10 well-
known toys, including some Barbie
dolls and Hot Wheels car sets, for $10.

KB Toys Inc., the nation’s largest
mall-based toy seller by stores, told
Wal-Mart to bring it on. It cut prices
to $10 or less on more than 200 toys,
including other Hot Wheels sets,
Matchbox cars and classic games
such as Yahtzee.

Following Wal-Mart’s cuts, which
were 25% to 40% below the prices of
Toys “R” Us Inc. and Amazon.com
Inc., Target Corp. began matching
prices on three of the four toys it
shares with Wal-Mart’s $10 list.

Amazon and the individual toy
sellers it promotes on its sites also
matched prices, but their discounts
were offset by shipping charges. A
Barbie Mariposa doll cost $10, for ex-
ample, but had a $6 shipping fee.

The lower prices highlight an em-
phasis on high-volume staples as re-
tailers gird for a Christmas season
in which cash-strapped consumers
may favor no-frills basics over flash-
ier merchandise.

M. Eric Johnson, a Dartmouth
College professor who follows the
toy business, said Wal-Mart is using
cheaper toys to “get people into the
stores, but not necessarily giving
away the store.” Supplies of the $10
toys are ample but scattered across
store aisles, he said.

“It feels more laser-focused, strate-
gic kinds of moves to drive behavior,
but not the good, old Wal-Mart that
cuts prices everywhere,” said Prof.
Johnson. Still, any rival that follows
Wal-Mart’s cuts on those toys “will
definitely be losing money,” he added.

Wal-Mart’s pinpoint cuts this
year contrast with 2003 and 2004,
when it slashed toy prices across
the board in an aggressive bid to
gain a larger share of toy sales.
The brash move showcased the
enormous pressures the retailer
can apply to prices—and devas-

tated some of its competitors.
Toys “R” Us lost its status as the

nation’s largest toy seller by reve-
nue to Wal-Mart in 1998. After a
bruising 2004 Christmas, it was
bought by investors including Bain
Capital Partners LLC and Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts & Co. for $6.6 billion.

The company, based in Wayne,
N.J., now believes it can succeed
this year by selling a wider selec-

tion. Parents can find Star Wars toys
that fit a variety of budgets. It also
believes it has a better handle on the
season’s trendy toys, such as Elmo
Live, an animated version of the Ses-
ame Street character that will sell
for $59.99 beginning Oct. 14.

Wal-Mart is betting big on Elmo
Live, too, and will sell it for $59.88.

Gerald L. Storch, the chief execu-
tive officer who joined Toys “R” Us

in 2006, downplayed the emphasis
on lower-priced toys, predicting
that parents will continue spending
more on toys despite the economy.

“Christmas will come, and par-
ents will buy toys for their children,
just like they have in all the 60 years
Toys “R” Us has been in business,”
he said. “We know some customers
will be stretched these holidays,
and we plan to meet them. But value
is not just about cheapness.”

KB Toys declared bankruptcy in
2004 after a cutthroat price war with
Wal-Mart. A unit of Prentice Capital
Management LP took majority owner-
ship in 2005 and began closing about
150 underperforming stores last No-
vember amid continuing problems.

But the retailer, which now oper-
ates about 430 stores, down from
more than 1,200, believes it has a win-
ning formula in discount toys. The
Pittsfield, Mass., company sells video-
games or two DVDs for as low as
$9.98. The items are generally older
and less fashionable but still in de-
mand among cost-conscious parents.

“This is going to be a very competi-
tive season, yes, but our sales are ro-
bust,” said Geoffrey Webb, the compa-
ny’s director of advertising and sales
promotion. “Our traffic counts...are
up, and not many retailers can say
that,” he added.

Lakshmi Mittal

By Christina Passariello

PARIS—LVMH Moët Hennessy
Louis Vuitton SA, the world’s larg-
est luxury-goods group, said third-
quarter sales rose 3.1%, in the first
indication of how spending on high-
end trinkets tapered off over the
summer.

The group, home to fashion house
Louis Vuitton and Veuve Clicquot
champagne, sought to reassure inves-
tors by confirming its full-year target
of a “tangible increase” in net profit.
Sales between July and September to-
taled Œ4.16 billion ($5.69 billion), up
from Œ4.03 billion last year.

Until recently, the luxury-goods
industry seemed remarkably resil-
ient amid the financial crisis.
Wealthy clients in emerging mar-
kets propped up weakening demand
in mature markets such as the U.S.,

Japan and Europe. Yet faltering
stock markets in Russia and China,
coupled with a slowdown in tourism

during the Olympic Games in Au-
gust, have led to concerns that the
party is over. LVMH’s sales deceler-
ated from 5% in the first half to 3.1%
in the third quarter.

At LVMH, the Olympic Games
put a brake on spending in Asia, a re-
gion that accounts for 21% of group
sales, excluding Japan. Many Chi-
nese stayed home during the two-
week event, putting pressure on
LVMH’s duty-free chain, DFS.

LVMH’s star Louis Vuitton brand
recorded organic sales growth—ex-
cluding currency effects—slightly
below 10% in the third quarter, com-
pared with growth of more than 10%
in the first half. The wines and spir-
its division has clocked strong
growth since the beginning of the
year in Russia and China but the
company said it’s a “contrasting situ-
ation” in the rest of the world.

CORPORATE NEWS

Two shoppers move past the $10 toys on display at a Walmart Supercenter last
week in Rosemead, Calif.
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By Kathy Sandler

And Robb Stewart

LONDON —Vodafone Group PLC
has offered its South African mobile
joint venture partner Telkom SA
22.5 billion South African rand
($2.5 billion) for an extra 15% stake
in Vodacom Group Ltd., giving the
British mobile giant a 65% control-
ling stake.

The acquisition is a likely plat-

form for Vodafone to expand in fast-
growing African markets. Vodacom
is South Africa’s largest mobile oper-
ator by subscribers and has opera-
tions in Democratic Republic of
Congo, Lesotho, Mozambique and
Tanzania.

The deal is still subject to condi-
tions but has the approval of both
the Telkom board and the South Afri-
can government, which owns 38% of
Telkom.

Registrations for the European Business Awards 2009 are now
open. Companies of any size representing all sectors and all
countries of the European Union are invited to compete for
Europe’s top business accolade.

REGISTER NOW!
The Awards Categories are:
The RSM International Entrepreneur of theYear Award
The Business of theYear Award
The Business Leader of theYear Award
The Business Innovation of theYear Award
The Atradius Growth Strategy of theYear Award
The Award for Customer Focus
The Award for Corporate Sustainability
The Infosys ICT Effectiveness Award
The Employer of theYear Award
The Environmental Awareness Award
The Marketing Strategy of theYear

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
Contact our EntriesTeam on +44 (0) 207 234 3535 or Email
info@businessawardseurope.com
or to download a Registration Form visit our website
www.businessawardseurope.com

Every successful business has
something to shout about..

Proudly Sponsored by: European Media Partner:
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Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

1 DAC ASIA Hauck & Aufhäuser EURiLuxembrg –3.97 1.59 –2.28 –6.58
TECH Acc Inv. Gesellschaft S.A.

NS Singular Singular Asset MYRiMalaysia –31.54 –23.11 NS NS
Asia Flexible Fund (SAFF) Management Sdn Bhd

NS CB-Accent Cornèr Banca SA EURiLuxembrg –25.59 –25.02 NS NS
Lux - Asian Century A Acc

3 AZ Fund 1 AZ Fund Management EURiLuxembrg –22.42 –25.43 –9.65 2.54
Pacific Equity A Acc S.A.

4 Azimut Trend Azimut Capital EURiItaly –23.96 –27.13–11.02 2.87
Pacifico Acc Management

3 Fondo Alto Fondi Alleanza EURiItaly –25.55 –29.08 –9.99 2.12
Pacifico Azionario Acc S.p.A.

3 TrendConcept TRENDCONCEPT FUND EURiLuxembrg –27.81 –29.55 –9.87 4.17
Fd Japan Pacific A Inc S.A.

2 Gamax Maxi GAMAX Management EURiLuxembrg –28.52 –29.82 –7.51 5.07
Asien A Acc AG

NS Loewen Inv Löwenfonds AG EURiLiechtnstn –27.83 –29.97 NS NS
Fd Asia Acc

NS Carismi Servizi sgr S.p.A EURiItaly –25.37 –30.19 NS NS
Dynamic Mix 15 Acc

Hong Kong shares advance,
but Sydney and Tokyo slide
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More central banks act
Korea, Taiwan lower
rates, while others
pump in extra cash

Excesses hit New Zealand dollar

FUND SCORECARD
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By Arran Scott

SINGAPORE—Several Asian cen-
tral banks Thursday joined the glo-
bal effort to shore up investor confi-
dence and economic growth, as Tai-
wan and South Korea cut interest
rates and Japan and others pumped
more cash into financial markets.

The Monetary Authority of Sin-
gapore is expected to follow suit by
easing its policy Friday. The cuts by
Asian central banks reflected con-
cerns among policy makers of the
threat the financial crisis poses to the
region’s long-running economic ex-
pansion. The moves followed rate re-
ductions Wednesday by central
banks in the U.S., Europe and China.

In South Korea, one of the nations
hardest hit in Asia by the recent tur-
moil, the central bank cut its key in-
terest rate by a quarter of a percent-
age point to 5%, amid concerns the
global crisis could deepen and stall
its already-slowing economy.

The decision, made at a scheduled
meeting, caught investors by sur-
prise. It lent some support to local
shares and helped bolster the Korean
won, which has been in virtual free-
fall in recent days as foreign inves-
tors worry about South Korea’s bal-
looning current-account deficit and
Korean banks’ heavy dependence on
foreign-currency denominated debt.

Taiwan’s central bank, at an un-
scheduled meeting, lowered its in-
terest rate by a quarter point, its sec-
ond cut in less than a month, to
3.25%. Gov. Perng Fai-nan said the is-
land’s economy “is clearly facing
subdued upside risks and growing
downside risks,” though he said he
sees no risk of recession.

The Bank of Japan injected 4 tril-
lion yen ($40.06 billion) into the local
money market in an effort to bring
down its unsecured overnight loan

rate to its 0.5% target. The Bank of Ja-
pan opted out of the coordinated ef-
fort Wednesday because of its al-
ready rock-bottom interest rates, but
said it would try to contribute to fi-
nancial-market stability by reinforc-
ing its money-market operations.

The Reserve Bank of Australia,
which on Tuesday cut interest rates
by one percentage point, on Thursday
sold US$10 billion in a repurchase op-
eration as part of its efforts to allevi-
ate a squeeze on U.S. dollar liquidity.

By V. Phani Kumar

MARKETWATCH.COM

HONG KONG—Asian markets
ended mixed Thursday after a vola-
tile session as investors weighed
the immediate positive impact of
the coordinated interest-rate reduc-
tions around the world against con-
cerns that a recovery in the slowing
global economy could be drawn out.

Hong Kong indexes rose sharply,
recovering some of the steep losses
suffered over the previous three ses-

sions, while Austra-
lian shares de-
clined, with Com-
monwealth Bank of
Australia tumbling

after the bank raised funds by selling
stock at a discount to market price.

Japanese stocks were mixed as a
bounce in Toyota Motor and other
exporters was countered by heavy
losses in Aeon after the supermar-
ket retailer reported a half-yearly
loss.

Indian markets were closed for a
holiday, and the stock exchange in In-
donesia was shut, after trading was
halted Wednesday following the JSX
Composite index’s 10.4% tumble.

“Although I don’t think the prob-
lems are over by a long shot, I think
these interest-rate cuts and cash be-
ing injected around the world at the
moment will add a little bit of confi-
dence to the market. If we stabilize
for a few days, we might see some re-
coveries,” said Ric Klusman, an insti-
tutional dealer with Aequs Securi-
ties in Sydney.

The Nikkei Stock Average of 225
companies finished 0.5% lower at
9157.49, taking losses into a sixth
straight session. The benchmark
had slumped 9.4% Wednesday.

Banks and exporters advanced af-
ter a volatile start, with Mizuho Fi-
nancial Group gaining 3.6%. Toyota,
which dropped more than 11%
Wednesday, jumped 3.1% as the U.S.
dollar reclaimed the 100-yen level.

Aeon slumped 11% after the com-
pany reported a net loss of 16 billion
yen ($160.3 million) for the half-
year ended August after a profit of
23.8 billion yen a year earlier.

In Hong Kong, the Hang Seng In-
dex gained 3.3% to 15943.24. The
Hang Seng China Enterprises Index
rose 3.9% to 7743.47. Bargain-buy-
ing boosted PetroChina Co. 3.1%.

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United
States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.
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Joining the global effort Benchmark interest rates cut
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By Rebecca Howard

Buffeted by worsening global tur-
bulence and investors’ extreme aver-
sion to risk, the New Zealand dollar
has plunged amid wild swings that
have seasoned market watchers
scratching their heads in amazement.

The currency had fallen about 7%
during the week. But that decline
doesn’t fully capture the violence of
its moves up and down in recent days,
including a decline of 8% in a matter
of five or six hours Wednesday, the
biggest such collapse since the New
Zealand dollar was freely floated in
1985.

In midafternoon trade Thursday
in New York, it was at 61.73 U.S. cents,
up from 60.48 U.S. cents late Wednes-
day.

New Zealand’s dollar is suffering
from the excesses of a long boom
driven by investors who borrowed in
low-yielding currencies like the yen
and invested in New Zealand, which
paid much higher interest rates. That
so-called carry trade gave the New
Zealand dollar outsized importance
in global currency markets, but it also
exposed it to steep declines now that
investors are retreating from risk.

Exacerbating the problem, New
Zealand’s central bank is being forced
to slash rates as the economy sput-
ters to a halt from an eight-year
boom.

Similar problems have plagued
the Australian dollar, which fell to a
five-year low against the U.S. dollar
Wednesday.

The kiwi is down about 25% from

its 25-year high of 82.15 U.S. cents
touched in February this year and has
fallen below 58 cents during the
week. Analysts say the currency
could take a further hit if the central
bank opts to follow its international
counterparts and slash rates ahead of
its Oct. 23 review.

“Anything could happen in these
markets,” said ANZ Bank senior
dealer Alex Sinton. “I have never seen
these kinds of falls in my over 20
years in banking.”

Whether the central bank acts be-
fore Oct. 23, pressure on the currency
is unlikely to let up given New
Zealand’s slowing growth, further
rate cuts on the horizon and deterio-
rating terms of trade, said Bank of
New Zealand currency strategist Dan-
ica Hampton.
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Renault tries to make a sensible car sexy
Auto maker relies on
whiff of the forbidden
to jazz up the Twingo
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IBM

International Business Ma-
chines Corp. reported better-than-
expected earnings for its third quar-
ter, although revenue growth
slowed from previous quarters. The
earnings gave shares a boost Thurs-
day and could provide support for a
market that has been buffeted by
the financial crisis. The broad-line
information-technology provider
said third-quarter net income was
$2.8 billion, or $2.05 a share, from
continuing operations, up 20% from
the year-earlier third quarter, when
earnings per share were $1.68. Ana-
lysts surveyed by Thomson Reuters
had predicted IBM would report
earnings of $2.02 a share. IBM’s rev-
enue grew 5% to $25.3 billion, with
three points coming from currency-
translation gains.

By Shirley S. Wang

Johnson & Johnson named long-
time company executive Sheri Mc-
Coy world-wide chairman of its
pharmaceutical division, the largest
but weakest-performing of J&J’s
three business segments.

Ms. McCoy, 49 years old, who cur-
rently heads the health-care con-
glomerate’s surgical-care unit, will
become one of the highest-ranking
women in the drug industry. She
will succeed Christine Poon, who
has led the pharmaceutical division
since 2000. Ms. Poon announced
last month that she intended to re-
tire in March.

Ms. McCoy will take her new
post on Jan. 1.

Like the rest of the pharmaceuti-
cal industry, J&J is facing increased
generic competition while strug-
gling to refill its pipeline of patented
drugs.Sales atJ&J’s medical-devices
divisiongrew12%in thesecondquar-
ter compared with a year ago, and its
consumer-health sales rose 13%.
Sales from its pharmaceutical seg-
ment rose just 3.1%. Excluding favor-
able currency-exchange rates,
though,salesatthesegmentfell1.3%.

A chemical engineer by training,
Ms. McCoy was named in January to
be chairman of the surgical group

and to join the New Brunswick, N.J.,
company’s executive committee. In
2005, she was appointed head of a
J&J surgical subsidiary called Ethi-
con and head of the medical-devices
division in Latin America.

Ms. McCoy’s background doesn’t
specifically include pharmaceuti-
cals, but J&J views breadth of busi-
ness experience as an asset, accord-
ing to J&J Chief Executive William
Weldon. Ms. McCoy brings more re-
search experience to the position
than her predecessor, having
started her career in 1982 as an asso-
ciate scientist and serving in sev-
eral senior research-and-develop-
ment positions in J&J’s personal-
products division.

Factors that were considered in
the decision include “track records
of driving performance in different
businesses, developing talent, and
making decisions that reflect our
company values," Mr. Weldon wrote
in an email sent via a spokesman.

The company declined to make
Ms. McCoy available for comment.
Ms. McCoy wasn’t named to the ad-
ditional post of J&J vice chairman, a
title Ms. Poon also holds.

Also Thursday, J&J said Alex Gor-
sky, 48, currently head of Ethicon,
will succeed Ms. McCoy as chairman
of J&J’s surgical-care segment. Mr.
Gorsky spent 15 years at J&J’s phar-
maceutical subsidiary, Janssen, in
sales, marketing and management
roles. He served as head of J&J’s
pharmaceutical business in Europe
until 2004, when he left to head No-
vartis AG’s North American pharma-
ceutical business. He rejoined the
company earlier this year.

J&J is slated to report third-quar-
ter results on Tuesday.

J&J veteran is tapped
to head global drug unit

Cie Financière Richemont

Shareholders of Cie Financière
Richemont SA backed the spinoff of
its stake in British American To-
bacco PLC. Shedding the stake will
turn the Geneva-based seller of Cart-
ier watches and high-end pens into
a company focused solely on luxury
goods. Together with South Africa’s
Remgro Ltd.—also controlled by
the family of Chairman Johann Ru-
pert—Richemont held a 30.1% stake
in BAT. Mr. Rupert said that the com-
pany was well placed to cope with
difficult trading conditions, thanks
to its presence in emerging mar-
kets. Like its French rival LVMH
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton SA,
Richemont has seen its shares fall
sharply this year amid concerns
about deteriorating financial mar-
kets and consumer sentiment.

By Leila Abboud

PARIS—Many French Web sites
these days carry a link to a site
called “Must Be 18 to Enter,” which
features a warning—against a back-
drop of boudoir-like pink silk—that
it “contains adult images.”

But anyone hoping to get a peak
at some porn is bound to be disap-
pointed. Those who click on the link

end up on a site pro-
moting the
Twingo, a car made

by France’s Renault, which wants to
give the vehicle a racier image.

The Twingo is shown resting atop
a pile of pink and red silk sheets. A
window pops up, and asks: “The
Twingo wants to chat with you, do
you accept?” The Twingo follows up
with a more-brazen invitation, say-
ing, “Come, I want to see you!”

The risqué campaign is an at-
tempt to cope with a flagging car
market and looming downturn in Eu-
rope. Car sales could suffer further
if the current financial crisis makes
it harder for people to get loans.

Renault hopes the Web site and
accompanying TV and print ads
will make its small, economical—
and not all that exciting—Twingo

model sexy.
The campaign is part of a

broader effort by Renault to over-
haul its image. The Twingo is the
kind of car that appeals to many
first-time buyers, and Renault
hopes it can help the company de-
velop brand loyalty in younger con-
sumers. Twingo sales in France
jumped 17% in September, the
month the campaign started.

Renault’s two TV ads, which
started mid-September, feature po-
tentially awkward family moments.
In one, a young man, driving a black
Twingo at night with his pals, sees
his father—dressed as a drag queen—
filing into a nightclub. The son at
first looks shocked.

But the tension is soon resolved.
“Hey Dad!” the son calls out cheer-
ily. “Can you get us in?”

The ad uses the tagline “We live
in modern times,” suggesting that
the world of the Twingo is fun, liber-
ated and at ease with itself.

The commercial is a departure
for Renault, which is known for mak-
ing economical cars for Europe’s
masses. The auto maker has long
had a sensible, even staid image.

Renault’s cars are “a bit too safe
andme-too,”says JayNagley,manag-
ing director of Spyder Automotive, a
London-based auto-industry con-
sulting firm. “

Their cars are perfectly logical,”
he says. “But they don’t have enough
emotional appeal, at a time when

some of their competitors have been
able to combine both.”

To address that problem,
Renault Chief Executive Carlos
Ghosn hired Stephen Norman last
year as Renault’s director of global
marketing. Mr. Norman, who previ-
ously headed global marketing for
Italy’s Fiat, following stints at Ger-
many’s Volkswagen, believed
Renault could boost its sales if it in-
spired a more playful and seductive
feeling in consumers. He was follow-
ing in the steps of competitors, like
Fiat’s retro-looking 500 and BMW’s
Mini, which had built strong brands
with retro design and savvy market-
ing.

“We needed to get a bit more
modern in our image and market-

ing,” says Mr. Norman. “The
[Twingo] ads are an elegant way to
be subversive,” he says.

The ads were designed by Publi-
cis Groupe Renault’s longtime
agency. The creative team at Publi-
cis had to walk a fine line between
two very different target demo-
graphics: women with families and
young, single men.

It was hard to attract one with-
out turning off the other, says Oliv-
ier Altmann, international creative
director at Publicis Conseil.

“We decided to look for what
they both had in common,” he says.

The team came up with the idea
of depicting the Twingo as the car
for people in step with the times.

The second TV ad in the cam-

paign features a mother driving her
teenage daughter in a Twingo, and
pulling up in front of a billboard.
The billboard is advertising a caba-
ret, and features a huge photo-
graph of a topless woman in pink
panties and silk gloves but little
else.

The daughter looks stunned—
it’s her picture on the billboard, and
her mother has just discovered
what she gets up to at night.

But, instead of freaking out, her
mother turns to her, smiles proudly,
and says: “What? You mean you
found a job and didn’t even tell me?”

For now, the ads are running
only in France, where sexual imag-
ery in ads and other media tends to
be widely accepted. The ads have
scored with French focus groups,
and Renault plans to roll them out
across Europe in January.

Mr. Nagley, the auto industry con-
sultant, says Renault is on the right
track with the Twingo campaign.
But he questions whether an edgy
ad campaign by itself can make up
for the Twingo’s somewhat bland de-
sign, compared with competing
models with more adventurous de-
sign like the Fiat 500 and Ford Mo-
tor’s recently launched Fiesta.

“The risk is that Renault is trying
to inject emotional appeal into a car
that doesn’t intrinsically have any,”
Mr. Nagley says. “If the product isn’t
right, then the best ad campaign in
the world won’t save it in the long
run.”

GLOBAL BUSINESS BRIEFS

—Compiled from staff
and wire service reports.

CORPORATE NEWS

Deutsche Börse AG

Exchange operator Deutsche
Börse AG will decide at its next regu-
lar meeting on Tuesday about The
Children’s Investment Fund’s call
for an extraordinary shareholder
meeting to consider ousting supervi-
sory-board chairman Kurt Vier-
metz, said two people familiar with
the matter. On Tuesday, Deutsche
Börse—whose shares have fallen
42% over the past year—said it had
received a request from TCI for a
holder meeting to discuss the oust-
ing of Mr. Viermetz. TCI has joined
forces with Atticus Capital; to-
gether they control about 19.9% of
Deutsche Börse. The next largest
stake holders, hedge fund Lone Pine
Capital LLC and Fidelity Interna-
tional, didn’t comment.

ADVERTISING

British Airways PLC

British Airways PLC said Thurs-
day about 450 of the 1,350 entitled
managers have accepted its offer for
buyouts. They will leave the com-
pany at the end of the year. “We are
pleased with the take up for the
scheme,” a BA spokesman. “The num-
ber is in line with our expectations
and means we can deliver on our
commitment to reduce our manage-
ment headcount.” However, more
numbers still needed to be analyzed
before exact savings from these de-
partures could be calculated, the
spokesman said. The airline an-
nounced the buyout offer last month
in an attempt to cut costs, given the
tough environment it faces amid
weakening demand and high fuel
prices. Despite oil prices coming off
peaks seen in mid-July, BA still ex-
pects its full-year fuel costs to rise
by £1 billion ($1.73 billion).

IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG

Quarterly net loss widens
but rescue helps stabilize

IKB Deutsche Industriebank AG
reported a wider net loss for its fis-
cal first quarter but said a govern-
ment rescue package had helped it
stabilize. The German bank, which
has reported heavy losses from the
effects of the subprime-mortgage
crisis, reported a net loss of Œ540
million ($738 million) for the quar-
ter ended June 30, compared with a
year-earlier loss of Œ502 million.
Net interest income fell 14% to
Œ121.2 million. In February, German
Economy Minister Michael Glos
said the government would provide
$1.5 billion to help bail out IKB. IKB
said its net assets and financial po-
sition have been stabilized as a re-
sult of the rescue package. “The con-
tinued development of IKB de-
pends to a large extent on its ability
to obtain adequate refinancing,”
IKB said in a statement.

UniCredit SpA

Italian Prime Minister Silvio Ber-
lusconi Thursday said UniCredit
SpA no longer had problems follow-
ing a capital increase and urged Ital-
ians to weather the global financial
crisis by holding on to their shares.
“The UniCredit problem is solved”
after the Bank of Italy asked the
lender to raise more funds, Mr. Ber-
lusconi said, a day after his govern-
ment approved an emergency de-
cree allowing it to take nonvoting
stakes in troubled banks, in an ef-
fort to boost investors’ confidence.
Mr. Berlusconi told Italians they
shouldn’t be taken by the sale
frenzy, which has hit stock markets
around the world. The Italian stock
exchange reacted well to the govern-
ment decree until late in the trading
day, with the benchmark S&P/MIB
finishing 1.8% lower. UniCredit
shares rose 9.2% to Œ2.67 ($3.65).
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Henderson’s profit target
already undone by volatility

— NOTICE TO READERS —

The articles on this page on the
securities and investment-banking
industry are provided by Financial
News, a Dow Jones company in
London that publishes the
Financial News Web site (www.efi-
nancialnews.com) and Financial
News weekly newspaper.

Pease hands off CEO role
at fund firm JO Hambro

www.efinancialnews.com

By David Walker

LONDON HEDGE-FUND man-
ager Polygon Investment Man-
agement Ltd. is maintaining a

cap on its partners’ basic salary at
about £100,000 ($173,000), allowing
them to draw any extra only from
fund performance, according to peo-
ple familiar with the matter. With its
flagship hedge fund down about 19%
from the start of the year, according
to those people, they aren’t likely to
get more than their salary.

Hedge funds have long trum-
peted the concept of performance
fees, taking 20% of profits largely for
manager bonuses, meaning that key
employees receive large pay pack-
ages only if their products do well.
This aligns managers’ and investors’
interests. However, limitations as ex-
treme as Polygon’s are rare.

Polygon’s partners’ basic pay
was limited to about £80,000 in
2006, and they could only take more
if funds performed well. The part-
ners haven’t increased this limit ma-
terially since then, according to a
person familiar with the matter.

The London firm’s three direc-
tors are founders Paddy Dear, Reade
Griffith and Alex Jackson. It runs a
number of investment strategies in-
cluding its main Polygon fund,
which has the flexibility to invest in
various asset classes including cur-
rencies, fixed income and interest-
rate instruments.

Its flagship fund has lost about
19% from the start of the year to the
end of September. Polygon has im-
posed restrictions on how much in-
vestors in the flagship can with-
draw at any one redemption date, ac-

cording to the person. Polygon de-
clined to comment.

A survey by data provider Eure-
kahedge last month found that just
one in 10 hedge funds is currently re-
ceiving performance fees from their
funds, raising questions about
whether their business model is ro-
bust enough to survive the current
downturn. Nine out of every 10 of
the 4,000 hedge funds surveyed glo-
bally were performing insuffi-
ciently well to beat their “high-wa-
ter mark”—the level at which they
can charge performance fees, equiv-
alent to a fifth of returns.

At the end of 2006, during the pe-
riod encompassed by Polygon’s lat-
est financial statements recently
filed at London’s Companies House,
the firm managed more than $5 bil-
lion. Polygon Investment Manage-
ment made £17 million profit after
tax in the 12 months to Nov. 30 last

year, compared with £7 million the
year before.

Last year was good to multistrat-
egy hedge funds, which made 16.5%
on average, according to data pro-
vider Eurekahedge. However, this
year they were up only 1.7% to July
31, according to Eurekahedge, while
peer Hedge Fund Research said they
lost 6.8% in September, leaving
them down 11.3% this year.

Polygon caps partner pay
With flagship fund
down, performance
fees are unlikely, too
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By Phil Craig

London investment boutique
JO Hambro Capital Management
Ltd. has appointed a new chief ex-
ecutive to replace one of London’s
most famous fund managers,
Nichola Pease, who has stepped
back from the role to become dep-
uty chairman after 10 years in
charge of the company.

Gavin Rochussen, formerly
chief executive of Fleming Family
& Partners, which provides ser-
vices to family offices, will take
the helm at JO Hambro in Novem-
ber. He has already taken an eq-
uity stake in the firm, according to
a statement published Thursday.
Ms. Pease, who worked part-time
as the head of the firm, will con-
tinue to play a part in recruiting fu-
ture fund managers.

“Nichola came to the board and
expressed the view that the firm
needed a full-time CEO to fulfill its
potential,” said Jamie Hambro,
chairman of the company.

Ms. Pease joined JO Hambro as
chief executive from Rowe Price
Fleming International, where she
was a senior fund manager. Previ-
ously she was a managing director
of Smith New Court Europe and in
the 1980s was a fund manager at
Kleinwort Benson and Citibank.

She is also married to Crispin

Odey, the founder and chief invest-
ment officer of Odey Asset Man-
agement, and was a nonexecutive
director of nationalized British
lender Northern Rock before she
stepped down from the role late
last year.

JO Hambro Capital Manage-
ment has 89 staff members and

manages £3.3 billion ($5.7 billion).
It is majority owned by employ-
ees: 60% is owned by Jamie Ham-
bro, Ms. Pease and Christopher
Mills, a founding partner and fund
manager at the company, accord-
ing to a spokeswoman.

Mervyn Davies, chairman of
Fleming Family & Partners, was ap-
pointed interim chief executive af-
ter Mr. Rochussen’s departure in
August.

Mr. Davies is chairman of Stan-
dard Chartered PLC and is a nonex-
ecutive director of U.K. supermar-
ket Tesco and London football
team Tottenham Hotspur.

By Matt Turner

Henderson Group PLC, the par-
ent company of U.K. fund manager
Henderson Global Investors, has
warned that a profit goal of £90 mil-
lion ($155.5 million) for the year, set
just two months ago, is now overly
optimistic.

The group has been hit by mar-
ket volatility and redemption re-
quests from its investors.

“A number of the assumptions
that underpin our stated goal, and
which are beyond management’s
control, are no longer valid, result-
ing in pressure on assets under man-
agement and fee income,” the com-
pany said in a statement.

Two months ago, the group set a
goal to meet or beat a profit of £90
million before tax and non-recur-
ring items for the year. The group
is now “taking actions to protect
our business and profitability” and
will provide a further market up-
date on Nov. 6.

In August, the group said pretax
profit for the first half of the year
was £47 million, about half of what
it was in the same period the year be-
fore. Net profit fell 54% to £41.2 mil-

lion compared with the first half of
2007, when the company had gains
on an investment in the Italian bank
Banco Popolare.

The group also announced in
August that Chief Executive Roger
Yates would be departing. Mr.
Yates, who had been at the helm
since 1999, will be succeeded by
Andrew Formica, Henderson’s
head of equities and co-head of
listed assets.

Henderson has said it is planning
to incorporate in the offshore U.K.
dependency of Jersey and be tax-res-
ident in Ireland in a bid to keep its
corporate taxes low, making it one
of the more high-profile companies
to decide to incorporate in an over-
seas jurisdiction to avoid paying the
28% tax rate in the U.K.

Ms. Pease had been
working part time
and will advise on
hiring managers.
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T
WO TOP European Cen-
tral Bank policy makers
said the institution

might need to cut further its
growth forecasts in the wake
of the financial crisis.

“Our forecast of 1.2%
growth for 2009 will be re-
viewed downward,” Lorenzo
Bini Smaghi, an executive-
board member, was quoted
as saying in Italian newspa-
per Il Sole 24 Ore. He said

economic activity in the euro zone may have con-
tracted in the third quarter.

Separately, Jürgen Stark, another executive-board
member, told German daily Stuttgarter Zeitung that
euro-zone growth “will remain very weak for at least
a period of several quarters.”   —Liam Moloney

ECB policy makers signal
lowered growth forecasts

G
ERMAN EXPORTS
posted their biggest an-
nual decline in five

years in August, the clearest
sign a global economic slow-
down is weighing on Europe’s
largest economy.

Germany’s trade surplus
shrank to Œ10.6 billion ($14.5
billion) from Œ13.8 billion in
July and was 2.5% narrower
than the surplus a year earlier,
as major exporters dealt with

high commodity prices and a strong euro, data from
the Federal Statistics Office showed. Exports fell to
Œ75.7 billion in August from Œ77.7 billion a year earlier.

“The German export engine is now increasingly
sputtering,” UniCredit SpA’s chief German economist
Andreas Rees said. —Roundup
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Above, French Minister for Ecology Jean-Louis Borloo and President Nicolas
Sarkozy with Peugeot’s CEO Christian Streiff at the Paris Auto Show.

Sarkozy calls for looser EU rules on aid
France will spend
$547 million to help
develop greener cars

M
ORE THAN HALF of
European Union con-
sumers said cloning

animals for food production
would never be justified and
they would never buy meat
or milk from cloned animals.

In a survey of 25,000 peo-
ple released Thursday by the
EU, 58% said cloning for food
would never be justified. If
cloned food ever ended up in
European shops, 83% said it

would require special labeling. The poll highlights a
trans-Atlantic rift on the topic. The U.S. has called
it safe and said it would consider proposals to sell
genetically engineered animals as food. The Euro-
pean Commission is expected to propose ways to
deal with such food.  —Associated Press

Exports post a sharp fall
as trade surplus shrinks
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French President Nicolas
Sarkozy called Thursday for the Eu-
ropean Union to loosen rules re-
stricting state aid to industry, and
said France will spend Œ400 million
($547 million) of public funds to
help its auto makers develop
greener cars.

EU officials recently have given
the impression that they may be

growing more lenient on state-aid
restrictions as European govern-
ments struggle to respond to the glo-
bal financial crisis. And many EU
countries have adopted emergency
domestic bailout plans without con-
sulting their neighbors.

But some economists said that
with his proposal to soften state-aid
rules, Mr. Sarkozy was trying to use
confusion over the European Com-
mission’s role to push a favorite
project: the resurrection of govern-
ment-sponsored industrial policy.

In France, several big industries—
nuclear power, high-speed trains
and aerospace—have grown as a re-
sult of state aid and guidance.

“Mr. Sarkozy is resuming his lob-
bying,” says Jean-François Jamet,
an economist and consultant for the
World Bank. “I am not sure many EU
member states will support him.”

European antitrust authorities
have rejected several attempts by
the French to prop up their auto in-
dustry, on the grounds that such aid
would violate EU rules against state
aid. In February, the commission
blocked a French plan to grant Peu-
geot up to Œ100 million in state aid.

European car makers squeezed
by the financial crisis are pressing
the EU to agree to a Œ40 billion soft-
loan package. Mr. Sarkozy said dur-
ing a visit to the Paris Auto Show
that it was time for the EU to loosen
its antitrust rules and allow coun-
tries to help key industries—or risk
their decline. The French president,
who holds the EU’s rotating presi-
dency until the end of 2008, said it
was urgent to take action because
the U.S. was drafting a $25 billion
package to support its auto makers.

By sticking to the current rules
which restrict EU subsidies, “I think
we are being naive,” Mr. Sarkozy
said. “And I think it’s been going on
for too long.”

The commission will examine
the latest French plan as soon as it is
notified by Paris, according to a
spokesman for Antitrust Commis-
sioner Neelie Kroes. “Under the cur-
rent framework, governments can
provide aid for research and devel-
opment, training and environmen-
tal projects,” spokesman Jonathan
Todd said.

The bulk of the French funds for
greener vehicles will go toward elec-
tric-car projects, Mr. Sarkozy said as
he visited the stands of French auto
makers PSA Peugeot Citroën SA and
Renault SA at the Paris auto show.

He also said France will replace
all government cars more than 10
years old with fuel-efficient vehi-
cles. In addition, the country will ex-

tend until 2012 a Œ5,000 subsidy to
buyers of ultra-low-emission cars.

The French government fears
that the financial crisis, as it has in
the U.S., will damp demand for cars—
big-ticket items that most custom-
ers buy on credit.

The gloomy economic outlook
and change in credit conditions
have already hurt passenger-car
sales in Western Europe, a key mar-
ket for the French auto makers. In
September, car registrations in
Spain fell 32% on the year. Spanish
car manufacturers’ association An-
fac attributed the drop to “higher
mortgage payments and the overall
increase in prices,” which had “de-
creased disposable income.”

Italy’s new-car registrations in
September dropped 5.5% from a
year earlier. In Germany, passenger-
car registrations fell 1.5%; new-car
registrations in the U.K. skidded
21%. It was the U.K.’s fifth consecu-
tive month of decline, and these are
“the most difficult economic condi-
tions the industry has faced in 17
years,” the U.K. Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders said.
SMMT Chief Executive Paul Everitt
called for “government action to re-
store consumer confidence and
boost demand in the real economy.”

 —Neal E. Boudette in Detroit
contributed to this article.
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Yushchenko sets December date for Ukrainian elections
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By David Gauthier-Villars
in Paris and Edward Taylor
in Frankfurt

Trans-Atlantic rift found
on using clones for food

A WSJ NEWS ROUNDUP

KIEV, Ukraine—Ukrainian Presi-
dent Viktor Yushchenko set a Dec. 7
date for new parliamentary elec-
tions after dissolving the legisla-
ture following failed efforts to re-
place his shattered pro-Western coa-
lition.

Thursday’s decision was likely to
deepen political turbulence in the
former Soviet republic, with Prime
Minister Yulia Tymoshenko’s camp
and even some members of Mr. Yush-
chenko’s own party vowing to chal-
lenge the move. It makes it even less
likely that Ukraine will join the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
soon.

The dissolution of parliament on
Wednesday marked a tactical vic-

tory for Mr. Yushchenko in a power
struggle with Ms. Tymoshenko, his
partner in the 2004 Orange Revolu-
tion, who has fought to keep her job
as prime minister.

The two leaders have turned into
rivals before the 2010 presidential
vote. Russia’s war against Georgia
in August deepened that rift, expos-
ing serious differences between the
two when it came to dealing with
the Kremlin.

The parliamentary vote will be
the third in as many years, adding to
debilitating political turmoil in a
country battered by the global finan-
cial crisis. Some analysts say it
could lead to a more pro-Russian
government, since polls show the
Kremlin-friendly Party of the Re-

gions is well placed to emerge as the
victor. If it goes on to successfully
stitch together a new coalition, its
leader, Viktor Yanukovych, would
become prime minister. Like the ma-
jority of Ukrainians, he opposes
NATO membership.

“If Yanukovych is prime minis-
ter, there’s absolutely no chance of
Ukraine joining NATO or of acceler-
ating its progress toward NATO,”
said Geoffrey Smith, a Kiev-based in-
dependent political analyst.

NATO countries are to meet in
December to discuss granting
Ukraine and Georgia membership
action plans, a prerequisite to mem-
bership in the military alliance. Ana-
lysts say NATO countries are likely
to use the lack of a stable govern-

ment as yet another excuse to delay
a decision already fraught with diffi-
culty. Russia is against either
Ukraine or Georgia joining the alli-
ance.

Ms. Tymoshenko has said dis-
solving parliament before late No-
vember is unconstitutional and has
vowed to challenge the decision.
Her party has threatened protests.
Ms. Tymoshenko has also suggested
holding a new presidential election
alongside any early parliamentary
vote, hinting that she would run.

Mr. Yushchenko accused Ms. Ty-
moshenko of betraying the country
for the sake of her personal gains
and said the early vote was a way to
preserve democracy and national in-
terests. Ms. Yushchenko pulled out

of the nine-month-old coalition
with Mr. Tymoshenko last month, af-
ter she sided with the opposition to
adopt a series of laws that trim his
powers.

Mr. Yushchenko has harshly criti-
cized Russia for its August war in
Georgia and assailed Ms. Tymosh-
enko for her reluctance to condemn
Moscow’s actions. Ms. Tymoshenko
says she opposed the war, but calls
for balanced ties with Russia.

Mr. Yushchenko asked parlia-
ment to pass a series of laws Thurs-
day needed to hold the election, but
it was unclear whether that would
be done. Many lawmakers, includ-
ing some from Mr. Yushchenko’s
party, said they would refuse to vote
in protest.
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By Kara Scannell

WASHINGTON—The U.S. Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission is
telling chief financial officers that
if they are estimating the value of
troubled assets, they need to bet-
ter explain what they are doing.

The SEC sent letters to about 30
CFOs of financial institutions last
month outlining information they
should include in financial state-
ments if they are using measures
other than market prices for valu-
ing certain assets. As reported, the
SEC also issued guidance last week
to companies saying they needn’t
rely exclusively on market prices.

“It’s not a get-out-of-jail-free
card, but it’s an opportunity to say
‘here’s a rationale as to why we’re
using an alternative valuation,’ ”
said Brian Lane, a former director
of the SEC’s division of corpora-
tion finance. He said it will give
companies flexibility to use other
data, such as historical pricing, to
come up with a value. “If you can
lay out the case, you can try it. You
have to put in some disclosure
about how you arrive at that.”

Financial institutions are re-
quired to value their securities at
the market price, known as
mark-to-market accounting. Banks
and lawmakers have raised con-
cerns that mark-to-market account-
ing is exacerbating the financial cri-
sis by forcing companies to take
big write-downs on thinly traded
securities even if the underlying as-
sets aren’t severely troubled.

Some investors and accoun-
tants say the banks’ real goal is to
mask losses and postpone the pain.
With its letters, the SEC is taking a
middle course, suggesting the mar-
ket price may be a poor indicator
but companies need to justify us-

ing a different guidepost.
The letters, which are dated Sep-

tember 2008 and were sent in the
middle of the month, say execu-
tives should “continue to evaluate
whether you could provide clearer
and more transparent disclosure
regarding your fair value measure-
ments.”

For example, if a company is re-
lying on discounted cash flow in-
stead of market prices to deter-
mine the value of a security, the
SEC is urging companies to dis-
close whether assumptions were
changed from earlier periods.

Companies also are being prod-
ded to say whether they use quotes

from brokers and explain if they
picked a quote from a new broker—
which could indicate they were
shopping around for a favorable
number.

The battle over mark-to-market
accounting came to a head last
month when several House Republi-
cans cited the mark-to-market ac-
counting rule as their reason for ini-
tially rejecting the $700 billion res-
cue plan for financial institutions.
Additional language was added
into the final bill requiring the SEC
to study the impact of the account-
ing treatment on the current finan-
cial situation. The SEC has until
Jan. 2 to complete its study.

By Kara Scannell

And Craig Karmin

The U.S. Securities and Ex-
change Commission’s ban on short
selling, which sparked a series of
similar bans around the globe, was
intended to be a “time out” and “re-
store equilibrium to markets.” By
the time it expired Wednesday
night, the general view was that it
added to market confusion and
didn’t do much to halt the slide in
financial stocks.

“I think what we did was we
gave these stocks an artificial
boost for a while, but it was pretty
short-lived,” said Charles Jones, a
professor at Columbia Business
School. “It was just like a glass of
orange juice, and then we had the
sugar crash a couple hours later.”

The ban applied to nearly 1,000
stocks, most of them financial insti-
tutions. Between the ban’s intro-
duction on Sept. 19 and Wednes-
day, the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age fell nearly 19%. An exchange-
traded fund tracking financial com-
panies, the Financial Select Sector
SPDR Fund, was down nearly 26%.

Mr. Jones said that comparing fi-
nancial stocks with the overall mar-
ket suggests there was an “initial

bump” for the stocks covered by
the ban, but gradually that group
“has been giving it all back.”

Arturo Bris, a finance professor
at IMD, a business school based in
Switzerland, said he is conducting
a study of the ban’s impact on the
markets. Early evidence shows
“the ban was counterproductive,”
he said, and by “not allowing short-
ing, the market has dropped even
more. Short sellers act as a cush-
ion.” In falling markets, short sell-

ers often step in as buyers to cover
their positions.

SEC economists are also study-
ing the impact of the short-sale
ban. In short selling, investors bor-
row shares and sell them, hoping

they can buy the shares later at a
lower price and turn a profit.

The SEC is continuing to work
on a rule that will require institu-
tional investors, including hedge
funds, to disclose their short posi-
tions to the SEC. Initially, it said it
would make those positions public,
but under the latest draft the dis-
closures would be made only to the
SEC. The rule is expected to be fi-
nal by the end of next week.

Even after the government lifts
its short-selling ban, several large
institutional investors say they
will voluntarily keep certain
shares out of the hands of short sell-
ers.

About a dozen U.S. pension
funds, holding combined assets of
more than $1 trillion, have tempo-
rarily suspended their practice of
lending the shares of some finan-
cial companies, according to Chris-
topher Ailman, chief investment of-
ficer at the California State Teach-
ers’ Retirement System, who has
made personal appeals to pensions
nationwide to limit their share
lending.

“I’m very concerned that when
the government short-selling ban
comes off, the practice will pick up
again,” Mr. Ailman said, noting
that Calstrs isn’t currently lending
shares of Morgan Stanley, Gold-
man Sachs Group Inc. or State
Street Corp. Now that the govern-
ment has lifted the ban, “we’ll take
action into our own hands to pro-
tect our fund,” he said.

Short-selling ban flops
Early verdict on rule
is confusion grew,
stock gains were brief

CFOs told to explain asset values

MONEY & INVESTING

By Alex MacDonald

And Matthew Walls

LONDON—An index tracking
commodities shipments, the Baltic
Exchange’s Dry Bulk Index, fell to its
lowest level in 28 months on con-
cerns over a recession in Western
countries, turmoil in the financial
markets and high inventories of
iron ore in China, analysts said.

A drop in the index creates a dom-
ino effect across commodity types,
so prices are likely to fall further.

The index, a daily measure of the
22 main dry-bulk routes shipping
raw materials such as those needed
in the production of steel, coal and
grains, is a predictor of global
growth by showing demand for the
raw materials required for manufac-
turing and construction.

The index dropped 261 points, or
9.4%, Thursday to a low of 2503—a
level last seen in June 2006, accord-
ing to data from Bloomberg. It is
down 79% from its May 20 peak of
11793.

The decline since May is “the big-
gest and sharpest fall I’ve ever
known,” said Nick Collins, director
of U.K. shipping broker Clarksons.
“There are far too many vessels and
too few cargos.”

The index’s decline is largely due
to a cutback in iron-ore imports by
Chinese steelmakers.

China has a record stockpile of
about 70 million metric tons of iron
at its ports at a time when some Chi-
nese steelmakers are considering
cutting supply 20% because of a
slowdown in automotive, appliance
and construction sectors.

Baltic freight index hits a low,
signaling slowing global growth

MONEY & INVESTING

‘Short’ life for rule
v The news: The U.S. SEC’s ban on
short-selling financial stocks ex-
pired Wednesday night.

v The background: The ban, which
was in effect for 14 trading days,
initially gave financial stocks a
boost, but many have since slid
back down to lower than their
prices before the ban.

v What’s next: The SEC is finaliz-
ing a rule requiring hedge funds to
disclose to the SEC their short posi-
tions. The agency also is weighing
price tests that could limit short
sales if certain thresholds are trig-
gered.
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U.S. Democrats hold money edge IMF, World Bank leaders
urge coordinated action

Corporate News

Republicans play up vote fraud concerns
Registration drives
add millions to rolls,
fueling suspicions

By Greg Hitt

And T.W. Farnam

WASHINGTON—The Democratic
Party is heading into the campaign
homestretch with a decisive spend-
ing advantage in the fight for con-
trol of the U.S. Congress, as Republi-
cans scramble to prevent a blowout
loss.

The Democratic money edge ex-
tends across all congressional
races, but is most pronounced in
House contests. Through Oct. 6, the
party had spent $16 million, com-
pared with $500,000 spent by na-
tional Republicans. The money is be-
ing used on television and radio ad-
vertisements, as well as direct mail-
ings, aimed at swaying undecided
voters and moving supporters to
the polls.

In Senate races, Democrats have
shelled out nearly twice as
much—$21.1 million compared with
$9.1 million for Republicans—ac-
cording to Federal Election Commis-
sion filings.

The spending advantage exacer-
bates the Republican Party’s weak-
ened position, as the crisis in finan-
cial markets has moved the political
debate into favorable territory for
Democrats and raised President
George W. Bush’s profile at a time
when many Republicans are trying
to distance themselves from him.

If current trends hold, the Repub-
licans could lose 20 to 30 seats in
the House, double the number antici-
pated last summer, several Republi-
can strategists said. That would re-
duce the party’s ranks to levels not
seen since before it took control of
the House in the “Republican Revo-
lution” of 1994.

In the Senate, as many as eight to
10 Republican-held seats could be at
risk, the strategists said. Republi-
can stalwarts such as Senate Minor-
ity Leader Mitch McConnell of Ken-
tucky and Sen. Elizabeth Dole of
North Carolina are teetering. In
Georgia, Sen. Saxby Chambliss, who

voted for Mr. Bush’s controversial fi-
nancial-industry rescue plan, now is
running only slightly ahead of his
Democratic challenger, a former
state representative with relatively
little money. Sen. Chambliss until re-
cently was seen as a safe bet for re-
election.

“We could wind up after the elec-
tion back to 1992 levels,” said vet-
eran Republican pollster Tony Fab-
rizio.

In the House, Democrats hold a
235-to-199 advantage over Republi-

cans. Democrats control the Senate
51-to-49, with two independents
caucusing with Democrats.

Republican hopes rose in early
September that the party could
limit its losses in Congress and re-
tain numbers large enough to frus-
trate the Democratic agenda next
year even if Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama wins the White House.
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin’s addition to
the Republican national ticket had
energized the party’s conservative
base, and Arizona Sen. John
McCain, the party’s standard-
bearer, was looking forward to a fall
debate on issues such as energy and
taxes.

But any momentum Republicans
enjoyed evaporated in mid-Septem-
ber, after the financial markets fal-
tered and Mr. Bush urged Congress
to pass his $700 billion rescue plan
despite strong grass-roots opposi-
tion.

Sen. McCain and other Republi-
cans could still gain ground if
they—or events—shift debate away
from the economy. And the McCain

campaign is stepping up attacks on
Sen. Obama.

But warning signs abound.
The nonpartisan Cook Political

Report last week reported that 37
Republican-held seats were up for
grabs, rated as either tossups or
leaning Republican, compared with
18 similarly rated seats held by Dem-
ocrats. In July, Cook said 33 Republi-
can-held seats were in play, com-
pared with 20 Democrat-held seats.

Moreover, polls suggest voter at-
titudes today are similar to those in
2006, when Democrats picked up
six seats in the Senate and 29 in the
House. The latest Wall Street Jour-
nal survey found voters prefer a
Democrat-controlled Congress over
a Republican-led one by 49% to 36%.
A Wall Street Journal/NBC News
poll in October 2006 showed that
preference at 48% to 39%.

With Election Day looming, Dem-
ocrats have begun transferring mil-
lions of dollars to state parties from
the party’s national coffers, paying
for efforts to identify supporters,
register new voters and get them to
the polls. Democrats have trans-
ferred $16 million to state affiliates,
with $11.2 million coming from its
Senate party committee and $3.8
million from the House pool. Repub-
licans haven’t made any significant
transfers, according to FEC reports
through August, the most recent
data for such transfers.

Democrats are also pouring
money into individual House races,
spreading funds across 32 Republi-
can-held districts and 14 Demo-
cratic-held districts.

Republicans say they will con-
tinue to compete for votes. Rebecca
Fisher, a spokeswoman for the Na-
tional Republican Senatorial Com-
mittee, said “the bottom hasn’t
fallen out.” Yet in the fight for the
Senate, only one Democratic seat,
held by Louisiana Sen. Mary Lan-
drieu, is considered competitive out
of about a dozen seats in play in
2008.

ECONOMY & POLITICS

Lean forecast
It’s looking like a ‘Charles
Darwin’ Christmas for
U.S. retailers > Page 4

By Evan Perez

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.—As most
states finalize voter rolls this week,
Republican officials are reviving
alarms about vote fraud.

One of the biggest instances of
suspicious registrations is here in
New Mexico, where the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation has opened a
preliminary investigation into 1,400
potentially fraudulent voter regis-
trations in the state’s most popu-
lous county.

It’s far from clear that the num-
ber of suspicious registrations is
enough to affect the outcome of
the presidential vote, even in tight
states, elections officials say. They
say enforcement efforts are likely
to spot any big collections of fake
registrations before votes are
cast. What’s more, a fake registra-
tion doesn’t necessarily mean an
ineligible vote is tallied. Officials
say canvassers sometimes make
up registered names to impress
bosses or earn bonuses, but that
doesn’t result in anyone ineligible

casting a vote.
The issue is of particular interest

this year as registration drives are
adding millions of new voters to the
rolls. Sen. Barack Obama’s cam-
paign has run its own registration
operation in areas where higher
turnout could benefit the Democrat
from Illinois.

The Republican National Com-
mittee is trumpeting registration
problems on part of its Web site ti-
tled, “You can’t make this up.”
Among the incidents: In Virginia, a
third-party registration group fired
three workers who it said falsified
nearly 100 applications.

In Nevada on Tuesday, state elec-
tion officials raided the offices of
the Association of Community Orga-
nizations for Reform Now, known as
Acorn, after receiving information
about falsified registration cards.
“We have complaints every election
that fraudulent registration forms
are being turned in, and no one does
anything about it. People have lost
faith in the electoral process,” said
Democrat Ross Miller, Nevada’s sec-
retary of state.

Bertha Lewis, Acorn’s interim
chief organizer, said the raid was “a
stunt,” and that Acorn had flagged
the suspicious applications to Ne-
vada officials.

In New Mexico, there is a history

of razor-thin election margins, mag-
nifying the impact of any potential
fraud. At the end of election night in
2000, George W. Bush led by four
votes. After discovering a box of mis-
placed ballots, officials declared Al
Gore the winner by fewer than 400
votes out of about 600,000 cast.
And in 2004, President Bush beat
John Kerry by about 6,000 votes in
the state.

Maggie Toulouse Oliver, the
clerk of Bernalillo County, which in-
cludes Albuquerque, has turned
over to law enforcement the 1,400
voter-registration cards that raised
suspicions of fraud. Ms. Toulouse Ol-
iver, a Democrat overseeing her
first presidential vote, says her of-
fice’s review of cards works. “That’s
1,400 cards here sitting in a file;
they’re not entered into the sys-
tem,” she said.

A mile from Ms. Oliver’s office,
Acorn operates a major New Mexico
registration effort. Young workers
there worked late one night this
week preparing to submit registra-
tion forms. Acorn and other groups
have registered nearly 80,000 new
voters in a drive focused on the
state’s Democratic-leaning urban ar-
eas.

Acorn is a frequent target of Re-
publican voter-fraud allegations,
and it had workers in two states last

year convicted of submitting fake
registrations. Acorn says it works
hard to root out bad apples. A sign
at the organization’s office here
reads: “Anyone committing fraud
will be reported to the Bureau of
Elections, prosecuted and termi-
nated immediately.”

Acorn’s quality-control man-
ager at the office, Bianca Brown,
says employees check each applica-
tion and have a call center attempt
to confirm the information with ap-
plicants. She says such reviews
caught a person who registered as
Batman and another who has tried
to register 70 times. Acorn says it
has fired about 80 workers in New
Mexico since December 2007 over
potentially fraudulent registra-
tions.

New Mexico law requires Acorn
to turn in all applications, no matter
how suspicious-looking, within 48
hours. Elections officials do their
own quality control on registra-
tions, but Acorn officials say their
own process helps the government
save time.

Acorn workers play down the
chances that the problems will re-
sult in ineligible voters casting bal-
lots, and experts in the field largely
concur. J. Adam Skaggs, counsel
with the Brennan Center for Justice
at New York University, says: “A lot

that gets lost in the hysteria of the
issue is the fact that the people on
those [fraudulent] forms are not
showing up to vote.”

Justine Fox-Young, a Republican
state legislator from Albuquerque,
says that even if illegal votes are rel-
atively rare, “every fraudulent vote
cast cancels out a legitimate one.
This is New Mexico, where every
election is close.”

Pressure to investigate voter
fraud in New Mexico contributed to
a Bush administration scandal that
cost former Attorney General Al-
berto Gonzales his job last year. An
internal Justice Department investi-
gation concluded that David Igle-
sias, the U.S. attorney in New Mex-
ico, was fired in 2006 largely be-
cause he didn’t satisfy high-ranking
Republicans’ calls to investigate al-
leged vote-fraud cases. President
Bush had privately complained to
Mr. Gonzales about vote fraud in Al-
buquerque, blaming it for his loss to
Mr. Gore in 2000, the investigation
found.

Mr. Iglesias said a task force set
up after the 2004 election struggled
to find a prosecutable case. In one
typical example, a woman who
faked registration forms “was doing
it to get paid. She could not care less
about the outcome of the election.”
She wasn’t charged.

Democrats are
pouring money into
races in the fight for
control of Congress.

By Tom Barkley

WASHINGTON—Leaders of the
International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank called for swift, co-
ordinated action to address the glo-
bal financial crisis.

World Bank President Robert
Zoellick said Thursday that the
Group of Seven major economic pow-
ers need to take steps to combat the
financial crisis and also help poor
countries deal with their problems.

“I hope the G-7 will point toward
coordinated action to show that au-
thorities are getting ahead of the
curve,” Mr. Zoellick said ahead of
weekend meetings of the IMF and
World Bank and Friday’s meeting of
G-7 finance ministers and central-
bank governors.

IMF Managing Director Domin-
ique Strauss-Kahn said in a separate
briefing: “Our view is that the situa-
tion is very serious, but at the same
time that we can solve problems if
we act quickly, forcefully and coop-
eratively.”

European leaders, in particular,
need to increase cooperation be-
yond the central-bank level, he said.

“I urge European countries to
work together,” Mr. Strauss-Kahn
said, adding that there are “no do-
mestic solutions” to the problems.

He reiterated that rate cuts in ad-
vanced economies are welcome and
that fiscal stimulus should be used
where possible. However, he said,
those traditional policy tools won’t
work without addressing problems
in the financial system.

On the economic outlook, Mr.
Strauss-Kahn said the world is “on
the cusp of a global recession,” but
that he expects a recovery to begin
by the end of 2009.

Wednesday, the IMF cut its glo-
bal forecast for 2008 to 3.9%
growth, down from the estimate of

4.1% in July. It also cut expected
2009 growth from 3.9% to 3%, which
would be the weakest level since
2002 and around what the fund con-
siders the threshold for a world re-
cession. Mr. Zoellick urged the G-7
nations to look beyond the financial
turmoil affecting their countries to
help the most vulnerable countries.
Because the crisis is international,
“the actions and reforms need to be
multilateral,” he said.

Poor countries already dealing
with the “double jeopardy” of rising
food and fuel prices are now facing a
“triple hit” as the financial troubles
continue to spread, said Mr. Zoel-
lick, reiterating that many of them
are at a “tipping point.”

Earlier this week, the World
Bank president called for a doubling
in the size of the G-7, saying it “is
not working.” Mr. Zoellick said
Thursday that his proposed steer-
ing group would represent a change
in how global leadership decisions
are made, with a flexible member-
ship and network that interacts
with multilateral institutions and
other organizations.
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By Joe Parkinson

The announcement of a sweep-
ing package to rescue the U.K.

banking system appears to have
lifted Gordon Brown from the
depths of public opinion. But the
embattled prime minister faces a
tough fight to continue
burnishing his image
amid a drumbeat of bad
economic news.

As recently as mid-
September, Mr. Brown
was languishing 25 per-
centage points behind the
opposition Conservatives
in the opinion polls and
was threatened by a coup
from within his own La-
bour Party. But evidence
is growing that the inten-
sifying financial crisis is helping
the U.K. leader regain some lost
ground and rebuild his tarnished
reputation for economic compe-
tence.

“This crisis puts Brown on the
territory where he seems happi-
est,” said Ben Page, a director at
polling company Ipsos-Mori. “Cru-
cially, it allows him to exhibit the
two characteristics that are most
valued in a British prime minister:
good in a crisis and a capable
leader.”

Mr. Brown trumpeted his gov-
ernment’s £400 billion ($691 bil-
lion) rescue package for Britain’s
banks, saying the plan had “led
the world” and would ensure that
“unacceptable” damage to the
economy was averted. The deci-
sive steps drew positive reviews

from U.K. business leaders and
economists.

“The City has been very im-
pressed with the government’s
handling of the crisis this week,”
said David Page, an economist at
Investec.

While Mr. Brown and his La-
bour Party remain well behind the
Conservatives, there has been an
uptick in recent days. A survey of
voters by polling firm ComRes
showed support for Labour last
month rose four percentage
points to 29%, while the Conserva-
tives dropped three points to 41%.

Mr. Brown might not face vot-
ers until mid-2010, the
latest date he can call an
election. But for now,
the prime minister’s han-
dling of the crisis ap-
pears to have quelled a
brewing challenge to
Mr. Brown’s leadership
within the Labour Party.

Despite his recent
gains, the prime minis-
ter has plenty to do to
shore up public percep-
tion, which might only

come with clear signs of an eco-
nomic recovery. So far, the evi-
dence points in the opposite direc-
tion.

A report Thursday indicated
that home prices fell at the fastest
rate on record.

U.K. mortgage lender Halifax
reported that home prices fell
1.3% in September from August
and were down 12.4% from Sep-
tember 2007. That was the largest
annual decline since Halifax began
collecting data in 1983.

The slowing housing market
has contributed to weakening in
consumer spending that econo-
mists say will likely push the U.K.
economy into recession this quar-
ter. —With Ilona Billington

Bonuses at British banks
could plummet this year

Shares decline after rallying early
Gordon Brown
gets a lift in polls
Banking rescue shows him

the way Britons like leaders:

capable, ‘good in a crisis’

Send comments to cityletter@wsj.com

Treasury yields climb after auctions

Hungarian bonds freeze
Buyers, prices vanish
in poor sale of debt;
forint, stocks tumble

By Nicholas Winning

LONDON—The total bonus pay-
out by banks in London’s financial
district will be about 60% lower this
year, marking the emergence of a
new culture where bonuses will be
smaller and based more on long-
term results, the Centre for Econom-
ics and Business Research said.

“The million-pound-plus bo-
nuses are going to be few and far be-
tween,” Richard Snook, a senior
economist at the think tank, said.

The research center said it ex-
pects the total bonus payout in the
City, as London’s financial district is
known, to slump to £3.6 billion ($6.22
billion) this year from £8.5 billion last
year. Next year, the researchers said,
it will drop to £2.8 billion.

Between 1997 and 2006, the City’s
total bonus payout soared to £8.8 bil-
lion from £1.5 billion, the center said.

Some policy makers have sug-
gested that the culture of huge bo-
nuses contributed to excessive risk-
taking and exacerbated the global
credit crisis.

Wednesday, the U.K. government
announced a multibillion-pound
emergency package to pump liquid-
ity into the banking sector. Prime Min-

ister Gordon Brown said the condi-
tions for the support would include
how bankers were remunerated.

The U.K.’s Financial Services Au-
thority had said last month that it
was looking more intensively at
how companies’ wage policies af-
fected their risk-management prac-
tices. However, the regulator said it
had no part to play in dictating the
level of bonuses or pay.

“This isn’t the end of the bonus
system,” said Mr. Snook. “But with
shareholders—likely to include the
government in some cases—and the
FSA breathing down employers’
necks and a labor market with
plenty of people available, it is un-
likely that we will see bonuses paid
on the scale of the past four years in
the foreseeable future.”

The smaller bonuses are likely to
dent the sale of luxury goods and
weigh on the U.K. property market,
warned the center, because about
half of bonuses tended to be in-
vested in property.

Although some hedge funds still
may be in a position to give staff a
big bonus, payouts will most likely
be focused on junior staff and a few
individuals that companies wished
to retain, the center said.
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By Michael S. Derby

NEW YORK—Treasury yields
rose Thursday as traders and inves-
tors faced down a second round of
government debt auctions.

Meanwhile, evidence abounded
that short-term debt markets re-

mained under con-
siderable pressure.

Supply and de-
mand factors were
also at play.

In late trading after Thursday’s
auctions, the 10-year Treasury note
was down one point at 101 11/32 to
yield 3.836%, up from 3.717% late
Wednesday.

The bond market faced two auc-
tions of reopened 10-year notes

Thursday, with $10 billion in nine-
year, four-month notes and $10 bil-
lion in six-year, four-month notes.
There was also a cash-management
bill offer totaling $30 billion.

Yields came down from their ses-
sion highs Thursday after the auc-
tions saw better demand than simi-
lar sales Wednesday, which did
poorly.

In the repurchase market, where
dealers go to finance their posi-
tions, borrowing collateral was very
hard to find. Indeed, issues like the
two-year note were trading at
0.05% and the 10-year at 0.10%, ver-
sus the general collateral rate of
0.30%.

Repo rates for individual securi-
ties fall when demand to borrow

them rises. The sort of rates seen in
repo right now show that those who
hold Treasurys aren’t lending them
out, which compromises the way
the market functions and highlights
just how much demand remains for
high-quality securities in a time of
uncertainty.

The closely watched Libor short-
term benchmark rates also re-
mained disrupted and showed little
impact from Wednesday’s extraordi-
nary coordinated act by major cen-
tral banks to cut interest rates.
Thursday, overnight U.S. dollar Li-
bor fell to 5.09375% from 5.375%.
The three-month rate rose to 4.75%
from 4.52375% Wednesday, the high-
est this year, according to data from
the British Bankers Association.

By Sarah Turner

LONDON—European stocks fal-
tered Thursday, unable to hold early
gains as segments generally consid-
ered more immune to an economic
slowdown were hit.

Up as much as 2.7% during the day,
the pan-European Dow Jones Stoxx

600 Index dropped
2% to 221.78. It was
the index’s fourth
straight loss and
left it at its lowest

close since Nov. 21, 2003.
In Iceland, trading was halted un-

til Monday as the government nation-
alized its largest lender, Kaupthing.

Still, banks largely held their
ground, while insurers rose and met-
als stocks rallied a day after coordi-
nated rate cuts from the U.S. Federal

Reserve, the European Central Bank,
the Bank of England and other cen-
tral banks.

Among major national markets,
the U.K. FTSE 100 index dropped
1.2% to 4313.80, its lowest close since
Aug. 13, 2004. The German DAX 30 in-
dex fell 2.5% to 4887.00, but came off
an intraday drop of 4.4%, and the
French CAC-40 index lost 1.5% to
3442.70, its lowest close since Dec.
10, 2003.

E.On dropped 11% in Frankfurt, in
part because of worries over E.On’s
Russian holdings. GDF Suez skidded
13% in Paris on talk of a possible low-
ering of Belgian regulated tariffs.

In the banking sector, HBOS ral-
lied 31% as investors saw the U.K.’s re-
capitalization plan as increasing the
chances that Lloyds TSB will succeed
in a plan to buy the mortgage lender.

Dexia shot up 16% in Brussels after
the Belgian, French and Luxembourg
governments agreed to guarantee up
to Œ4.5 billion ($6.15 billion) that
Dexia will borrow from the markets.
But Deutsche Bank lost 4.4% in Frank-
furt.

Henderson Group dropped 18% in
London after the fund manager
warned that profit before tax and on
recurring items this year will fall
short of its target.

Storebrand shot up 13% in Oslo af-
ter Norwegian insurer Gjensidige
Forsikring bought an 8.69% stake in
the firm from Icelandic investment
fund Exista.

ArcelorMittal jumped 9.1% in
Paris, as the steelmaker reaffirmed
third-quarter guidance for earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortization.

Hungary’s bond market froze
Thursday for the second time this
year, in a sign that the global finan-
cial crisis is hitting hard those
emerging markets that have unbal-
anced economies.

Trading in Hungary’s govern-
ment bond market broke down

Thursday afternoon as buyers prac-
tically disappeared from a 10-year
auction and the government raised
less money than planned.

No prices were being quoted on
the stock exchange or between pri-
mary dealers, traders said. “This
market has come to a complete halt.
It has collapsed; everyone is trying
to sell but no one is buying,” one
trader said.

The country’s bond market had
ground to a halt in March, during an-
other period of high volatility in glo-
bal financial markets. Now, risk-
averse investors are pulling their
money out of some emerging mar-
kets with vulnerable economies in fa-
vor of havens such as U.S. Treasurys
or German government bonds.

Hungary’s currency, the forint,
also weakened drastically Thursday,
hitting its lowest level against the

euro since March. The Budapest
stock exchange’s BUX index closed at
its lowest level since January 2005.

Thursday’s across-the-board
weakening in Hungarian assets
could lead to even bigger falls Fri-
day as remaining investors seek to
cut their losses, a stock trader said.

Throughout this year, risk-shy in-
vestors have taken their money out
of emerging economies with large
current-account deficits, meaning
that these countries borrow heavily
abroad. Many of the vulnerable coun-
tries are around Europe’s periphery,
including the Baltic trio of Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania, as well as Bul-
garia, Romania and Turkey.

The end of easy credit has al-
ready led to deep economic down-
turns in Estonia and Latvia. Many
economists expect the trouble to
spread to other countries.

Iceland, although not an emerg-
ing market, shares some of the same
symptoms as the more fragile post-
Communist transition economies,
including over-reliance on borrow-
ing overseas to prop up business ac-
tivity and living standards.

The collapse in Iceland’s currency
and banking system could harm fi-
nancial markets’ confidence in unbal-
anced Eastern European countries
still further, analysts say, although
Iceland’s problems were more ex-
treme thanks to the bloated size of
its banks relative to the small econ-
omy. In contrast, most banks in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe are owned
by large, relatively stable banking
groups from Western Europe.

Hungary has been trying hard to
cut down its external deficit since
2006 through fiscal austerity, at the
expense of putting the economy
close to recession. Economic growth
fell to 1.3% last year, from 4% in 2006.

Many Hungarian households and
businesses have borrowed money in
foreign currencies, so that the falling
forint saddles them with higher debt
repayments. Although Hungarians
aren’t widely defaulting on their for-
eign-currency mortgages, higher
debt repayments mean less con-
sumer spending to stimulate growth.

Despite the poor growth out-
look, Hungary’s central bank is
forced to keep interest rates high to
prop up the currency. Hungary
didn’t follow Wednesday’s con-
certed global rate cuts and left its
key lending rate at 8.5%.

In Thursday’s auction of 10-year
bonds, the government could find
takers for only 30 billion forints in-
stead of the planned 40 billion
forints of bonds. The average yield
on the bonds soared to 9.07%, up
from 7.90% at the last auction held
Aug. 28 and is the highest average
auction yield for a 10-year bond in
eight years.

Several market participants said
Hungary should have canceled the
auction, given the obvious lack of li-
quidity in the market. By going
ahead, Hungary gave the impression
that it is “in dire need of money and is
willing to pay any price,” said Ferenc
Topanka, a bond trader in Vienna.

 —Edith Balazs in Budapest
contributed to this article.
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